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A FAMILY NEWSPAPER—DEVOTED TO NEWS, POLITICS, AGRICULTURE, LITERATURE, THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, EDUCATION, THE MARKETS, &c.

L. HARPER. EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:

VOLUME LT.
ESTABLISH EI> 1381.

STCPi

HOWARD HARPER

banner.
The official report of the Treasurer
of Mexico shows the financial affairs of
that country to be in a satisfactory and
still improving condition.

:ZJ3E! A.TZ>IMG-

The Tariff Discussion Opened.

On Wednesday, Feb. 28, the discus
sion of the tardl' question was com
menced in Congress. The contest was
opened on the Republican side by
speeches from Mr McKinley of Ohio
and Mr. Weaver of Iowa. Mi. Breck
enridge, the silver-tongued orator of
Kentucky, appeared as the first cham
pion for the Democracy. We append
a brief report of his remarks:
Mr. Breckenridge, of Kentucky, said
the gentlemenn from Maine and Ohio,
who had spoken this morning in cen
sure of the administration, had been
responsible to the extent nut only of
their own votes, hut of the command
ing influence widen their large experi
ence had given them for producing the
the necessity they had to meet in Octo
ber. [Applause on the Democratic
side]. I’iie difference between the 2|
or 3 per cent, at which the government
could borrow its money, and tiie 4| or
4 per cent, it was paying o.. those
bonds, was tiie precise sum that tiie
American people were annually paying
for the glorious privilege of having had
Mr. John Sherman as secretary of the
treasury. [Applause on the Demo
cratic side]. The president had deliv
ered a message which had, by its very
uniqueness, been taken out of the mere
dull sequence of official documents and
caused a discussion from one end of
America to the other, which neither
the wit of the gentleman from Ohio,
would cause to cease until this protec
tive iniquity had been reformed. [Ap
plause on the Democratic side.]
Tiie gentleman from Maine spoke of
its being a long way from Texas and
Arkansas to a knowledge of manufac
tures’. What drtl that mean? It meant
that the taxpayers of the country had
no business to reform the tax gather
ing laws of the country; that the people
who lived on farms in Arkansas and
Texas were not to he regarded in the
consideration of the laws under which
their earnings weie to be taken for
somebody else’s benefit. [App’ause on
the Democratic side.]
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TEMPERANCE

LEGISLATION.

HOW THE FARMER FARES.

$2.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

1888.
SUPERSTITIOUS NEGROES.

NUMBER 43.
AN EXCITING COURTSHIP.

Local Option Now a Law of The The Heavy Burden Imposed by the Signs and Portents Given a Fearful How a Young Man Married
Meaning.
Thirteen-Year-Old Miss by
War Taxes.
State.
Savannah, Ga., Feb. 27.—Ever since
Mistake.
The Beatty Local Option Bill has Boston Post.]

THE BRIDEGROOM DRUGGED.

Why a Wedding in a Pennsylvania
Town Was Unavoidly Postponed.
Wilkesbakre, Pa., Feb. 27.—Miss

After one of the most exciting court Hattie Fenner is one of the belles of
passed both branches of the Ohio Leg Very high tariff taxes were imposed the present year set in there has been
islature, and is now a law of the State. during the war, not only on salt and great trepidation among the supersti ships on record, Charles Drake, of Nor West Pittston. She is the daughter of
The bill provides for town and town lumber, but on a great number of other tious, both colored and white, in the wich, Conn., has had the distinguished a well-to-do merchant and decidedly
ship local option, by a vote of the peo articles that are in daily use by the region between the junction oftheOck- honor of wedding the youngest bride good looking. Besides she is an heiress
Unfailing Specific for Liver Disease. Gov. Green, of New Jersey, vetoed
Fire, Tornado, Life
ple, to determine whether liquors shall farmers. These duties have been mulgee and Ohoopie rivers in the Tal- in the history ot the State. Drake, who to $60,000. The fact that Miss Fenner
Bitter or bad taste i
Steam Boiler,
the Local Option High License bill
vi : "Sir S U3YIO > mouth; tongue coat<
or shall not he sold. The bill as it origi changed once or twice since 1865, but nal county. About five miles back comes from around Brooklyn, up in would inherit money made her the ob
Z 'Accident, Plate GlaseL
v. .die or covered with a brown fur; pain i
i passed by the Legislature, arguing its
the back, Bides, or joints—often infstal.*'
nally passed the House had the follow on the whole have been generally re from the bank of the Ohoopie there is a Windham county, is about twenty- ject of much solicitude on the part of
INSURANCE!
"
;or Rheumatism; sour stomach; loss »>' ' uncoustitutiouality in several particu
duced. The war ended 23 years ago, field which is an almost arid waste of three years of age, by occupation a many of the young men in town and
ai petite; sometimes nausea and water
< T7'T"r>T? INSURANCE
ing
section:
lars.
i fash, or indigestion; flatulency and aei<
JU XJLllL A Specially,
♦
Whoever gives away, furnishes or and yet we are still paying war taxes. sand. In the center of this field stand farmer. The few years he had the she received many proposals. The
(nictations; Dowels alternately costin
end lax; headache; loss of memory, with
i 10 firstclassCompamesrep,
The President has directed that the
sells any intoxicating liquors within Here is a classified list of some of the four trees. One of them about four management of his own affairs was fortunate one was Robert Hotson, the
a painful sensation of having failed to d(
•esented, Stock and Mutual)
two miles from the limits of any mu duties on articles consumed by the far years ago was struck by lightning and enough for him to lose all his patri son of a wealthy neighbor. Miss Fen
new military post at Highwood, near
something which ought to have been done :
<t< bility; low spirits; a thick, yellow apReal Estate and Personal
nicipal
incorporation which has pro mers, the rates being tiie payments last is now a leafless stump. The other mony, and he came here to make a ner agreed to marry him and the wed
Chicago,
he
known
and
designated
as
earanec of the skin and eyes; a dry
trees are what might be called twins,
ding day was set for Thursday last.
Property Sold.
hibited ale, beer and porter houses and year on the actual importations:
>ugh; fever; restlessness; the urine 1
Fort Sheridan, in honor of Lieutenant
being double trees which have grown living, being employed by different Over 200 invitations had been issued.
Dwellings, Farms,Stores
canty ahd high colored, and, If allowed to
other places where intoxicating liquors
Tax on each around each other. It was while re farmers to do odd jobs. His last place Vt 7 in the evening the residence of the
•fund, deposits a sediment.
Genera] Sheridan.
and Offices Rented.
are sold at retail, and without the limits Name of Article.
$100 worth. turning from camp meeting early one
bride's [father was crowded with the
of
any
other
municipal
incorporators,
HOUSEBUILDING.
t ifflONS LIVER REGULATOR Hon. James W. Newman, Internal
Rents Collected.
morning in the fall of last year that was on the farm of Dwight Bromley, elite of Pittston and surrounding towns.
shall
be
fined
not
more
than
$100
nor
Lumber,
pine
or
spruce,
rough
.........
$
16
18
and here he met Bromley’s niece, Stella An archway had been erected in the
(PURELY VEGETABLE)
Commissions Satisfactory.
less than $25, or imprisonment not Nails..................................................... 43 06 some negroes stopped near this field
Revenue Collector, has received orders
Is generally used in the South to arouse
and to their eyes the trees, as seen Bromley, a daughter of Horace Brom parlor, under which the nuptial knot
more
than
thirty
nor
less
than
five
Lime
......................................................
10
00
the Torpid Liver to a healthy action.
from Washington to remove the main
Cement................. :.......................... 20 00 against the morning sky, read “1888”.- ley, of North Stonington, one of the was to be tied and two rooms in the
It acts with extraordinary efficacy on the
days, or both.
office of the Eleventh District to Co
Clapboards, spruce............................. 10 98 The stump made a perfect figure 1, wealthiest planters in the state. Drake rear were tilled with wedding presents.
When the hill went to the Senate it Shingles
pvER, kidneys,
................................................ 15 89 while the other trees twisted around is a good-looking, yellow-haired, blue The minister was waiting and all eyes
lumbus on April 1.
was amended by striking out the above Screws, largest sizes.......................... 26 17 each other made good figure eights. eyed chap, and at once attracted the were turned to the hallway where the
H.
AND Qowels.
smaller sizes........................... 61 17 The discovery struck terror into the attention of the blue-eyed, raven-haired bride and groom were to enter. At (he
JTOTABY PIBLH.
clause, and it was then passed by the Screws,
“Your candidate I cannot he.”
" AN EFFECTUAL SPECIFIC FOR
Linseed oil............................................ 54 79
following vote:
Horatio Sevmour, 186S.
Malaria,
Bowel Complaints,
White lead............................................ 40 19 minds of these simple folk, and return Stella, which the polite Drake took the appointed hour for the ceremony
to their brethren they narrated every precaution to increase. He man the orchestra struck up the wedding
Dyspepsia,
Sick Headache,
OFFICE—MASONIC TEMPLE,
Yeas—Alexander, Rep.; Barrett,Rep ; Zinc...................................................... 35 34 ing
“My name shall never be presented
Constipation,
Biliousness,
Window glass, smallest size............... 60 17 what they had seen. A deep awe seiz aged to get continually in the girl’s march and the bridal couple descend
Kidney Affections,
Jaundice,
Braddock,
Dem.;
Carlin,
Rep.;
Coulter,
to
the
convention.
”
—
James
A.
Garfield,
Monument Square,2nd Floor,
largest sizes.............. 108 50 ed upon the whole party and they felt way, until a favorable opportunity to ed the stairs.
Mental Depression,
Colic.
All at once Hotson
Rep ; Cowgill, Rep; Crook, Rep.; Cul- Window glass,
HOUSE FURNISHINGS.
somethingdreadful portended from speak to her led to an intimacy that threw up his hands and fell over in a
Endorsed by the use of T Millions of Bottles, as 1880.
tcr, Rep.; Davis, Rep; Ford, Rep.; Wallpaper........................................... 25 00 that
formerly kremlin No. 2
the figures. They meant that in the soon brought a confession of love, The
“My name will ^not be presented to
Glover. Rep.. Kerr, Rep.; Massie, Rep.; Carpets, ingrain.........................
45 70 year 1888 something mysterious would audacious farm hand, acting on the faint. The bride who leaned on his
THE BEST FAMILY MEDECIIa
inn, thought her intended was dying,
Carpets
tapestry
...................................
61
13
the
convention.
”
—
Florence
letter
of
Mebaffey,
Dem.;
Rannells,
Rep.;
Rathfor Children, for Adults, and for the Aged.
happen—the end of the world, pesti principle that he had nothing to lose and she too fainted. For a while there
Carpets,
Brussels
.................................
59
03
hone,
Rep.;
Sinnett,
Dem
;
Snyder,
James G. Blaine, 1888.
ONLY GENUINE
Oilcloth........................
40 00 lence or war. So settled has become and all to gain, boldly asked for her was great consternation. The young
Rep.; Stull, Rep.; Taylor, Rep.; Town Crockery
has our Z Stamp in red on front of Wrapper.
............................
58
02 this feeling that any unusual distur hand, and, to his surprise, got it.
man was carried to a room up stairs
send, Rep.—21.
The Pittsburgh Post says: Another
Holloware, iron.................................. 47 36 bance of the elements sets the popula
NIiss Bromley confessed she loved and physicians summoned. They de
to Xjoan. I
Nays
—
Adams,
Dem.;
Brown,
Rep.;
J. H. Zeilin & Co., Philadelphia, I
Tinware
................................................
45
00
wonder has Been accomplished in the
to praying in a most fervent man and promised to wed him only after cided that Hotson had been drugged
Farms to Sell!
soi.-. i’kopribtors.
Price, tail .of.
Cole, Rep.; Doye, Dem.; Geyser, Rep.; Glassware............................................. 40 00 tion
H-0’0.090 to FSeaxt I
ner. The news of earthquakes and he obtained her father’s consent. This iml was very sick: The wedding was
world of metals with the aid of natural
Huil'man, Dem.; Lindsey, Dem.; Mack; Furniture............................................. 35 00 other
ZSerxts to Collect I
dire events is listened to with was a difficult job, but he 6et about it accordingly declared off and all the
CLOTHING.
gas. A South Side mill has made the
Rep.; Morrison, Rep.; Mortley, Dem.;
’s dress goods, cheapest........ 67 89 avidity. In the midst of all this excite and when disliking the growing inti guests left for their homes. Hotson
Richardson, Rep.; Robertson, Dem.; Women
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
biggest
week
’
s
run
in
turning
out
steel
Women’s dress goods, dearest........... 59 06 ment the trees stand together as senti macy between the pair, Stella’s father has somewhat recovered hut the affair
For Sale- -Personal Property.
Steve, Rep.; Wallace and Zimmerman Women
’s cloaks.....%............................ 67 74 nels in the middle of the deserted field, took her away to North Stonington. has created so much talk that the mar
billets ever made by an American mill,
Dem.—15.
A.LDO TAYLOR.
Restaurant—In city; no liquors. Price
Woolen cloth, men’s wear, cheapest. 89 84 while the road which passes near by is Drake followed and hired himself out riage will probably never take place.
the output at Olivers’ mill for the past
only $200. Good opening for small capital.
Woolen
cloth, men’s wear, dearest.... 68 91 seldom used, for the people dread to to a neighboring farmer.
Messrs. Braddock, Mehaffey and Sin
Here the
ATTORNEY and COUNSELLOR-at-LAW, week being 1 ,(X)0 tons.
Hall Type Writer ; cost $50. Price $30.
Ready-made clothing......................... 54 18 pass the omens of evil which show up girl clandestinely met him, which be Two of Hutson’s friends, who were his
nett,
at
first
refused
to
vote,
but
as
NEWARK,
OHIO,
--------•
—
---rivals for Miss Fenner’s hand arc acEngine, (Book wait er) 4| horse. Price $175
Linen.................................................... 35 00
ing discovered, she was first sent to used.
Buggy, .'rice$50. Ske'eton Wagon—$25. Practices in Licking and adjoining counties.
their names were recalled and record Silk piece goods, etc........................... 50 00 so grimly.
I
mported
wools
pay
an
average
duty
Also in tHe United States Courts. Special
Boston, then to New Haven, then to
.................................................... 50 09
ed in favor of the measure they were Gloves
attention given to the business of Executors, of 36 per cent, ad valorem, while im
No Physic With our Food.
Hosiery, woolen.................................. 62 80 WESTERN FARM MORTGAGES. relatives amid the Berkshire hills of
Administrators and Guardians; Collections, ported woolen goods pay an average
greeted witii a round of applause from Hosiery, cotton.................................... 40 00
Massachusetts, but Drake followed her, 1 rhofphatic Baking Powder Theory that is
Petitions for Partition and Conveyancing.
Hosiery, silk........................................ 50 00 Some Interesting Figures Bearing sometimes by paying or working his
all sections of the Chamber.
A UNION OF LESSON AND LABORS.
Dangerous if not Ridiculous.
Pensions, Bounty and back pay procured. duty of 67 per cent. The annual rev
COMMISSIONS REASONABLE.
Flannels................................................ 70 02
Now, the lesson of the President and
way; sometimes by walking or stealing
The hill as thus amended by the Sen Corsets
Office North Side Public Square.
8dec87 enue from wool is over five millions of
on the Subject.
That is a. rather dangerous proposi
......
..........................................
35
00
the labors of the Democratic members ate went back to the House, when the Hats and caps, wool........................... 54 01
Chicago, Feb. 26.—The Farmers’ Re rides on freight trains. Horace Brom tion, put forth by the manufacturers of
dollars, and from woolen goods over of the ways and means committee were Senate
FRANK MOORE.
amendment was agreed to by Hats and caps, straw.... ..................... 30 00 view will in its next issue publish the ley was in despair and finally seeing no
WAXTEI) -FARMS TO REAT, W. L. COOPER.
twenty-seven millions of dollars. Of iniied fur the purpose of giving manu a vote af 50 to 24.
other way, adopted strategy and calling some of the patented or proprietary
Hats and caps, silk............................. 50 00
{JOOPER A MOORE.
in Knox county. Have several applicants.
facturers their fair protection, hut do The Democrats voting for the bill Buttons...............................
25 00 following summary of reports from cor the daughter home, surprised both she articles of food, that their products
course
the
consumers
pay
the
whole.
Call at once. Commissions reasonable.
FOOD.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
ing it with just and equal law to the were Messrs. Boehmer, Brown of Han- '
respondents on the subject of farm and her lover by offering the latter the possess a superior wholesomeness be
Salt....................................................... 49 92
109 Main Street,
In a carefully prepared article on taxpayers who were to use the manu cock and Boden. Mr. Copeland, of the Sugar
mortgages. As only a part of the re position of his private [secretary. This cause they contain a drug of some par
....................................................
82
05
Jan.
1,
’
83-ly.
Mt.
Vernon,
O.
TOR SALE—CITY PKOPEKTY.
the hindrances to surplus reduction factured article. While the majority Hamilton county delegation also voted Molasses................................
28 05 ports are based on an examination of was last April and a few weeks after ticular medicinal property. Phosphates,
being engaged, Bromley left ostensibly
of the committee might not be very
113 03
cCLELLANI) A CULBERTSON,
No. 232. Suburban Property, 2 acres,
which appears in the March Forum, wise, while gentlemen might laugh at for it. The vote in detail was as fol- • Rice, cleaned...
21 72 county records, the balance being the for a bnsiness trip to Kansas City, slum, lime, arsenic, calomel, etc., have
lows:
Fish..................
good house, stable, large variety of fruit, Ac
Congressman Springer estimates the them for not taking their Republican
16 15 estimates of correspondents based on taking the unsuspecting Drake with their places as specific for different
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Price only $1,600, if purchased soon.
Yeas—Messrs. Albaugh, Ames, Bar Lemons............
30 81 their knowledge of general conditions him. Upon their arrival, Drake was
Office—One door west of Court House.
bounties resulting from our protective colleagues into consideration which ger, Beatty, Boden, Boehmer, Boyd, Prunes............
No. 229. HOUSE, and three-fourths acre,
34 40 in the respective counties, only approxi sent out on an errand and during his liseases, and are invaluable medical
Jah. 19-ly.
Mansfield road, adjoining city, 11 story
tariff system upon all the manufac had been given by them (as the gen Bramen, Britton, Brown of Cuyahoga, I Raisins.............................................
said) in secret places to theii Brown of Hancock, Clancey, Clarke, i H orses........... FARM WORK
absence old Mr. Bromley left suddenly remedies, each in its place. But they
frame, C rooms, cellar, stable, woodhouse, Q_EORGE W. MORGAN;
20 00 mate correctness is claimed for the for home, Heaving his secretary with
tures of the country during the past tleman
well, cistern, fruit trees. Price'only $650.
work, he assured the gentlemen, with Coates,
are not cure-all. The physician who
figures given. Summarized by States,
54
95
Horse
shoes...
Cope,
Copeland,
Davis,
Eakins,
year have doubtless exceeded$500,000,- out professing to reveal any knowledge,
No. 227. DWELLING, Gay street, 2 story
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Chains............
44 37 the figures are: “Ohio, 46 counties re out a cent in his pocket, and a thous should prescribe either calomel, or
Fimple,
Haley,
Harper,
Harris,
Hol

frame, 13 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $4,500.
or to he a prophet, that if he would
(XX).
Kirk Building, Public Square,
20 00 port an average of 23 per cent, of farms and miles from his idol. He at once strychnine, or rhubarb three times a
..................................................
Holmes, Hudson, Jackson, Ken Glue
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
just wait he would have as much of comb,
20 00 under mortgages. 16 counties report saw through the trick and having ex day to man, woman and child, sick or
No. 226. STORE PROPERTY. West Vine
Garden seeds..............................
nedy,
Kitchen,
Lantz,
Laylin,
McKel

T
he
Mt.
Gilead
Union-Register
says:
50
00 form mortgages on the increase, an 24 perience in tramping before, set out at well, because either of such drugs is a
street, 2 story brick. Can be bought cheap.
Pocket
knives
............................
the tariff bill as he was able to consid vey, Merrick, Messer, Ogle, Ohl, Owen,!
Oct4-ly.
Files,
cheapest
.....................................
50
85 counties that they are decreasing. In once towards the sunrise and a month
No. 225. BUSINESS BLOCK, Main St.,
Senator Braddock, of Mt. Vernon, who er, and far more than he would be able Palmer, Poorman, Rawlins, Rorick, Files, dearest....................................... 63 29
well-known remedy for some certain
BEL HART,
opposite Rowley House; 3 story brick, two
lo
defeat,
[applause
on
the
Democratic
represents this district in the Ohio Sen
Sanford,
Shearer,
Spencer,
Stewart,
Hand saws............................................ 40 00 diana, 37 counties report26 percent, of later dressed in rags almost, appeared diseases, would receive hut little honor
large store rooms and warehouse. Second
side]; a tariff bill that would gather to
again in North Stonington. He was re from the fraternity and less practice
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
story conveniently7 arranged for housekeep
ate, made an able speech before the its support every Democrat on the Stranahan, Strecker, Taylor, Tomp Lead pipe.............................................. 60 82 farms mortgaged; 18 counties report ceived
with open arms by Miss Stella, from the community.
CLEANLINESS.
mortgages increasing, and 14 decreas
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
ing or a Boarding-house. Price reasonable.
kins,
Tryon,
Weems,
Whitacre,
WhitOffice—In Adam Weaver’s building, Main Senate and House Committee on rail floor of the house, [renewed applause]; tlesy, Wilhelm, Williams and Speak Castile soap......................................... 20 00 ing. Illinois, 75 counties report 29 per who, indignant at his treatment, assent
No one will controvert this statement;
No. 224. HOUSE, West Sugar St., 11 story
35 20 cent, of farms mortgaged; 37 counties ed to elope. A servant betrayed her yet we find manufacturers of baking
Toilet soap................................
roads in favor of reducing railroad fare a tariff hill that would gather to its sup er Lampson—55.
street, above Issac Erreti A Co’s store.
brick, 5 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $1350.
PHYSIC.
to
her
father,
who,
in
his
dismay,
con

port
every
representative
who
was
not
Aug. 20-ly.
on
the
increase,
and
33
on
the
decrease.
powders claiming superior hygienic
to two cents a«mile on all Ohio roads.
Nays—Messrs. Ankeny,
Armor, Cas.or oil.....................................
No. 223. BRICK HOUSE, West High St.,
194 77
ov^r to strong delusion; a tariff Baughman,
Iowa, 69 counties report an average of sulted his sister's brother-in-law, James virtue for their productions and urging
two blocks from Main. Price $2,500.
Belville, Donovan, Doran,
KNOWLEDGE.
Our Senator introduced the first bill given
AMUEL IL PETERMAN,
bill
that
would
gather
to
its
support
all
Wye,
whose
farm
adjoined
his.
While
their continuous use because they are
25 00 44 per cent, of farms mortgaged; 14
.................................. ......
No. 220. HOUSE, Catherine street, 2 story
presented to the legislature for this fair-mined manufactures who only Forbes, Gaumer, Gill, Hamilton, How Books
counties report an increase and 10 a the two men were talking Mr. Wye’s alleged to carry the phosphate used in
frame, 8 rooms, cellar, stable, Ac.; well fin General Fire, Life and Accident Insura- ee Agt.
ard, Hubbard, Hunt, Hysell, Klensch, Writing paper.............................. 25 00
wanted
what
was
just,
a
a
bill
which
daughter
Grace
aged
13,
but
tall
and
Application for insurance to any of ttie purpose and no one could more ably
30 00 decrease. Nebraska, 30 counties give
ished throughout. Price only $1600.
making them (a cheap substitute for
Kreis, Le Blond, McCray, Olemacher, Ink .......................................................
SHELTER.
an average of 51 per cent, of farms very well developed for her age, was cream of tartar, produced from the
No. 219. HOUSE, West High street, 1J strong, Reliable and Well-known Compa advocate the necessity for such a law. would be the product of great labor and Outcalt, Pennell, Schuler, Shaw and
nies
represented
by
this
Agency
solicited.
Umbrellas
.....................................
50
71
of
a
very
strong
desire
to
do
what
was
mortgaged; 12 report farm mortgages listening and she interrupted by saying bones of dead animals) into the food,
story brick. Price $950.
Also agent for the following first-class The Senator in a long speech offered fair and which, when it came into the Yinnedge—24.
The reason given in 1861-65for these on the increase and 17 on decrease. she wislied she was old enough she although well aware, as they must be,
No. 218. HOUSE and FOUR LOTS, on Steamship lines: Guion, National, White
Not
voting
—
Messrs.
Bense,
Bird,
many
solid
facts.
extraordinary
taxes
on
imported
mer

house modified, it might be by the wise Blue, Buerhaus, Counts, Cromley, Dill,
East Front street. Price only $2,500.
Wisconsin, 25 counties report 32 per would marry Drake for she was “clean of the fact that with the constant use
Star and Allen. Passage tickets to or from
suggestions of the Republican members Eggerman, Geyer, Griffin, Hartpence, chandise was the necessity of raising cent, of the farms mortgaged; in 8 gone on him.” Bromley here suddenly of such article this drug must pass into
No. 217. HOUSE. East Chestnut street, England, Ireland and all points in Europe
T
iie
Pan
Handle
railrial
company
of the committee, modified by the wise Lawlor, McGregor, Monahan, Mere money for the defense of the govern mortgages are increasing and in 17 de saw his chance and exclaimed: “Jim our systems daily, no matter what may
11 story frame, 5 rooms. Price $700.
at responsible rates
Office—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, has contracted for a four-span steel suggestions of Democrats who did not dith, Monnot, Priester, Reed, Robeson; ment. That reason no longer exists. creasing. Michigan, 26 counties re mie, I’ll give you $5,000 down cash if be our physicial conditions or require
No. 216. HOUSE, Jefferson street, 2 story
treasury, instead of needing all port an average of 50 per cent, of farms fou let that girl of yours have that fel- ments, or whether or not we may be
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
7apr87’ly
frame, 7 rooms, cellar, &c. Price $1200.
bridge to replace the iron structure agree with all its provisions—framed, Robinson, Shinn, Smalley, Smith, Wat The
not by dickers and barter, but with a kins, Worthington, Wydman and revenue it can get, gets annually some mortgaged; 11 report mortgages on the ow Drake.” Wye was a poor man be suffering from some ailment where
No. 215. THREE HOUSES, corner Gam
across
the
Ohio
river
at
Steubenville.
$100,000,000 more than it needs. This increase and 9 on the decrease, Ken after a moment’s hesitation, left the in the use of such drug would he posi
strong desire to make the public good
PHYSICIANS.
bier and Gay streets.—King property. Will
The bridge was condemned by Chief the first object of its legislation, when Young—27.
being true, the maintenance of the war tucky, 18 counties report an average of matter to his daughter, who joyfully tively detrimental. But aluin and
be sold at a bargain if purchased soon.
taxes is unjustifiable, unless some new 22 per cent, of farms mortgaged; 8 re consented. The plot was quickly ar phosphates are useful medicaments in
M. BALMER, M. D.
Engineer Becker, being too light to that bill came into the house it would
No. 213. HOUSE, West High Street, 2
scientific
temperance
.
and firm ground for them can be taken
story frame, 8 rooms, cellar, stable, Artesian
be passed and it would relieve the Pres
farm mortgages on the increase ranged. Grace was to win the confi certain diseases; hut they should no
permit
the
use
of
the
heavy
locomo

MT. VERNON. OHIO.
The hill providing that scientific tem and held. It is not a good thing to port
Vv’ell, Ac. Price $2000. Big Bargain !
ident, whether it was Mr. Cleveland or
and 10 on the decrease. Dakota, 27 dence of Drake and Stella and do all more be taken indiscriminately day
OFFICE
-Room
No.
2,
.Woodward
Opera
tives
now
being
put
on
the
Pennsylvania
No. 212. Double Dwelling, with two House. Residence 506 North Gay Street.
some one else, of the necessity of find perance shall be taught in the public have to pay high taxes. The farmers
report 59 per cent, of farms she could to forward the elopement after day and without the prescription
system. This is the new bridge con ing a disposition for the surplus in the schools of the State, passed the House of the Eastern States, subject, as they counties
lots, on North Mulberry Street. 2 story
dec8tf
mortgaged;
15 report them on Ihe in and at the last moment to substitute of a physician, than arsenic aconite or
frame, 12 rooms. Price only $2,200.
templated two years ago and which was pocket of the man who made the on Thursday by a vote of 62 to 25. The are, to unrestricted competition with crease and 12 on the decrease.
herself for the latter whom she resem calomel; indeed there are conditions of
No. 209. BRICK HOUSE and 2 Lots, on J^R. L. W. ARMENTROUT,
the
cheap
and
marvelously
fertile
soil
bled in complexion and build.
expected would have been built last money. [Applause on the Democratic principal features of the bill are as fol
the system, particularly with women,
West High street, 4 rooms. Price only $900
of
the
boundless
West,
have
hard
Both Drake and Miss Bromley were when the prudent physician would be
lows:
ANOTHER CONVERT.
The new bridge will be side.]
cash, or $1000 on reasonable time.
OFFICE—Over Postoffice, Mt. Vernon, O. summer.
enough
work
to
made
both
ends
meet
HOPE OF A UNITED DEMOCRATIC PARTY.
sadly in need of assistance, and at once loath to permit the use of lime phos
“That the nature of alcoholic drinks when taxes are at the minimum.
No. 208. HOUSE, East Vine St., 11 story
Residence, 3 doors Nortli of High School placed on piers and will be so construct
Mr. Randall said that he did not wish
Indorses President Cleveland’s Mes accepted Grace’s good offer. The night phates even as a medicine.
frame, 4 rooms Price $700 on easy terms. building, Mulberry street.
15sept87’ly. ed that tiie present bridge will be used to traverse the remark of his friend and narcotics, with special instructions
was set and all Stella’s clothes ready.
The fallacy of this claim of the
as to their effects on the human system
sage, and Will Support Him.
No. 204. NEW HOUSE, 2 story frame, on
Drake packed up, and by Grace’s ad manufacturers of phosphatic baking
for traffic until the new one is com from Kentucky (Mr. Breckenridge) in connection with the subject of phy BIG HAUL BY TRAIN ROBBERS.
Division Street; 5 rooms. Price $1,000.
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
Julius
Dexter
is
one
of
the
most
in
when he spoke of the past except to
pleted.
and hygiene, shall be included They Make a Messenger Give Them Money by fluential Republicans of Cincinnati, vice selected Rev. Mr. Downing, a JUni- powders will be apparent to all when
No. 205. FRAME HOUSE; 7 rooms, one
say that he had no regrets. He was siology
tarian minister, to perform tiie cere the fact, well known to physicians, is
SURGEON AND PHYSdCIAN,
and one-half story, on West High street; 1
in
the
branches
taught in the common
Setting Fire to His Car.
and is probably as well known through mony immediately after the escape. stated, that more phosphates than are
“High taxation is the blight of la the more reconciled in the connection schools of the State and in all educa
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
cash in hand; price low; ;mlist be sold)
St. Louis, Feb. 36—A special to the out the nation as any other private Drake got a blank and filled out the ap required or can bo assimilated, as is
No. 200. DESIRABLE GAMBIER ST. north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. bor,’'’ says the Philadelphia Reeord when he heard from the gentleman tional institutions supported wholly or
from Kentucky, prompted by a more in part by money from the State, and Post-Dispatch from Pine Bluff, Ark.,
plication for a license, fearing to go evidenced by the fact that they are
RESIDENCE, (Irvine property,) two story Telephone No. 74.
citizen now living. In a. recent inter near
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele “When a sewing woman puts on her liberal spirit than had ever heretofore
the court house, because Grace constantly being expelled in thcexecrcbrick, fourteen rooms. One of the finest
says:
The
train
robber
has
again
ap

shall
be
taught
orally
to
all
pupils
in
view with a reporter of the New York told him
phone 73.
29sept87
thimble (taxed 26 percent.) and threads existed, that there was a hope (and he all said schools.
pieces of property in the city.
he was being watched. The tions, both solid and liquid; likewise
Press,
he
expressed
himself
re
garding
peared
in
Arkansas,
this
time
on
the
messenger was bribed, and the blank the statement that it is necessary to add
her needle (taxed 25 per cent.) with declared that there would be a fruition
No. 197. Brick Dwelling Block, East
“
It
shall
be
the
duty
of
school
hoards,
President
Cleveland
as
follows:
^3^^
J~)R
R.
J.
ROBINSON
St.
Louis,
Arkansas
and
Texas
Railroad
Front street—five houses—centrally loca
given to Grace, who erased the name of phosphates to the baking powder to re
thread (taxed 55 per cent.) anil nips it to that hope, if justice was had) of a school directors and boards of all edu about twenty miles below this city. As
“I did not vote for either Blaine or M iss Bromley and wrote thereon her store
ted. Price reasonable.
united party on the Democratic side. cational institutions receiving aid from
to the Hour those which have
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
off
with
scissors
(taxed
35
per
cent.)
Cleveland,
although
I
was
a
Republi

train
No
2,
north
bound,
stopped
at
No. 178. DWELLING, Jefferson street,
[Loud and and long applause by the the State to make proper provision in
own. The messenger was returned the been lost in the milling for it is true
Office and residence—On Gambier street, a
2 story frame, 8 rooms, cellar, coal house, few doors East of Main.
and sews a button (taxed 25 per cent.) Democrats.!
Kingsland, about one o’clock yesterday can when the election took place. Since license, and took it to the clergyman, that line flour as at present made ac
any and all schools, districts or institu niornin, three men jumped on the plat tlnfn I have been converted by Presi
hydrant and cistern. Price $1200.
Office days—Wednesday and Saturdays.
on her husband’s winter flannel shirt
tions under their supervision for this form of the baggage car next to the en dent Cleveland’s message, and I shall who, acting in good faith, not knowing tually contains a larger percentage of
No. 126.—The II. C. Taft Property, Gam
aug!3y.
T
he
Pittsburgh
Post
says:
In
his
(taxed 68 per cent.), she is quite un
instruction as required by this act, gine. About a mile from Kingsland the vote for him against any Republican who was to be the bride, expostulated phosphates than tho grnin of wheat
bier avenue, and running South to the C., A.
with Mr. Wye on account of bis child’s itself.
& C. R. R. Containing about 18 acres. Fine
conscious in her effort to get on in the Nashville speech last March Senator adopting such methods as will adapt train suddenly cam to a standstill, and that may be nominated. I am not age.
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN,
and was satisfied by the father’s
object of baking powders is not
frame cottage house, tenant house, well, cis
Sherman
said,
“
The
war
is
over,
thank
>IIYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
this
instruction
to
the
various
grades
world how the blessed tariff bears
conductor J. B. Browning stepped to alone in my apostacy. There are assurance and statement that the wed to The
tern, stable, beautiful evergreen trees,shrub
provide the body with a medicine,
and
institutions.
Any
superintendent,
God;
hut
the
courage,
devotion
and
for

many
Republicans
in
Cincinnati,
who
the
door
to
see
what
was
wrong.
As
down
upon
her.
Probably
not
one
wo

ding
was
to
be
performed
secretly
at
bery, fruit trees, Ac. Price Reasonable.
Room 3, Rogers Block, 111 Soutli Main St.,
simply to vesiculate or make light
principal or teacher who shall refuse to
opened the door a bullet whistled have beem thoroughly converted and night, for fear of talk, and so thecouple hut
No. 189 BRICK HOUSE, West High St.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
man in the land ever thinks of it. But titude of both sides remain the com comply with the requirements of this he
the mixture of flour, so as to render it
will
vote
for
President
Cleveland.
They
by
his
head
and
he
at
once
retired
in

2 story, 8 or 10 rooms ; recently painted and
All professional calls, by day or night,
could get away before the gossips
when baked cosy of mastication and
it is high time she should think of it, mon pride and heritage of us all.” act shall be removed from office and side the car, where he remained during believe in tariff reform, and the mes gan.
papered, good stable, Ac. Price $3,500.
promptly responded to.
[June 22-].
and perfectly digestible. The most
No. 136. HOUSE, Fair Ground Addition.
and make her husband, who is clothed These words have been very properly the vacancy filled as in other cases.
the trouble. The robbers went to work sage is a sincere expression in favor it
At 10 o’clock that night Drake was
experts in the business have
‘On and after January 1, 1890, no
I story frame. Price $500; $100 cash, $5 perm.
selected bv the surviving members ol
“But this defection is confined mere awaiting for his Stella, and in answer celebrated
a cool and systematic way. They
with the right to vote, act upon it.”
worked for the perfection of an article
No. 108. COTTAGE, Gambier Avenue, 1|
certificate
shall
be
granted
to
any
per

ly
to
a
few
business
men
in
Cincinnati,
boarded
the
engine
and
commanded
the Philadelphia Brigade, and Cowan’s
to his signal a shrouded figure came that should do this mechanically, ad
story frame,.8 rooms. Price $16.50.
to teach in the public schools of engineer Bob Rue and Fireman Edward is it not?”
A well-known business man of First New York Battery, and of the son
down the path and seized him trem ding to or’taking from the flour nothing,
No. 100. DWELLING, Fair Ground Addi
the
State,
or
in
any
of
the
institutions
“No. A revolution of sentiment has bling by the arm. He embraced and nor in any way effecting a change in
tion, 1 i story frame. Price $850.
Washington is quoted as follows: “All Confederate Pickett’s division, as an as receiving money from the State, who Hacknett to hold up their hands
No. 111. HOUSE, E. Chestnut street, li
Hacknett was just in the act of putting has taken place in this country. I have kissed her. She returning his caresses,
For Dyspepsia is Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. this contention about General Sheri sociation which has decided to under has not passed a satisfactory examina a shovel of coal in the fire box, and sup conversed with bankers and business but did not speak. Drake hurried his properties or constituents. When this
story frame, 4 rooms, cellar, Ac. Price$725
Other medicines may give temporary dan’s birth-plade as regards his eligi take to build a monument near the tion on the nature and effects of alco posing it was one of the trainmen try men generally in New York; men who bride over to the parsonage, where the las been done the perfect leavening
FOR SALE—FAR1IM.
relief ; hut Ayer’s Sarsaparilla makes a bility to the Presidency is a waste of “Bloody Angle,” on the field at Gettys holic drinks and narcotics upon the hu ing to perpetrate a joke, held up his were once Republicans, and they have parson was waiting on the veranda. agent has been discovered. The manu
facturers of the Royal Baking Powder
No. 230. FARM, 35 acres, 4 miles from
man system.
positive and permanent cure, as thou
time. As his parents had only been burg, where Pickett's heroic and his “This act shall take effect and be in shovel, exclaiming, “ Ah there !” The all been converted by the President’s Drake said hurry, and the short Unitar have succeeded in this »o far as to make
Mt. V ernon, li story frame house, 4 rooms,
sands
can
testify
all
over
the
country.
message.
The
fiat
has
gone
forth,
and
robber
dropped
the
muzzle
of
a
sixian
ceremony
was
rapidly
gone
through
cellar, 2 springs, cistern, stable, Ac. This is
leavening agent that vesiculates and
“ My stomach, liver, and kidneys were six months in the country when he toric charge was repelled, after a loss force from and after January 1, 1889:”
shooter against the fireman’s cheek, the tocsin has already sounded the with, the girl ansering in a strange,
a choice little Farm. Price Only $2,200.
The hill was passed by the following with the words: “There. Stay there, death knell of the high protective tariff husky, nervous voice. Drake was raises the loaf most perfectly and with
FARM, 50 acres, li mile East of city. No
in a disordered condition for years,” was born, and h is father was not nat of 3,300 killed, wounded and missing
out changing the proporties of the
buildings. Price only $75 per acre. Bargain
you.” The fireman quickly climed system. It can not last, and must be startled at the unfamiliar sound, but Hour, while the residuum employed,
writes R. Wild, of Hutto, Texas, “and uralized, he was under the law, alien of its -4,700 men. John Sherman’s vote:
No, 169; FARM; 90 acres, Jackson town
folded
in
the
winding
sheet
of
obsolete
down
from
the
box.
Taking
the
fire

Yeas
—
Messrs.
Albaugh,
Ames,
Bar

I never found any medicine to relieve horn, and is no more eligible to the Nashville words are first-rate, but it
had not time to interfere during the however, to produce this result is not
ship; well watered; excellent buildings
me., until I began to take Ayer’s Sarsa Presidency than if he had been horn must be remembered he took them ger, Beatty, Boden, Boyd, Braman, man and engineer with them, the rob ideas and carefully deposited in the ceremony, but ns soon as it was com phosphatic, but the acid of highly re
Price $80per acre. A model Farm—cheap
grave,
never
to
be
resurrected.
I
am
pleted, he hastily drew his bride out of fined cream of tartar, which, the health
back at Springfield, III., and argued Britton, Brown, of Cuyahoga, Brown, bers ordered them to call on the mes
parilla. Less than six hotties of this
No. 161. FARM. 175 acres, in Knox Co.
in Ireland. In the ease of a son of that the war is still on.
of Hancock, Buerhaus, Clancy, Cope, senger to open the car. They did as a free trader in theory, but I would tho shadow to where the light came authorities agree renders that powder
fine cultivation, excellent buddings, well
remedy cured me.”
not have free trade today if I could, be through the window and anxiously perfectly pure and more reliable ami
watered, choice location ; one of the finest
Copeland, Davis, Donovan, Doran, Eg ordered, but he refused to show up.
Mrs. Joseph Auhin, of Holyoke, mine born some months after my ar
Farms in the county. Price only $100 per A
Then began a. fusilade, which lasted cause it would disturb vested interests. turned her face up to his to ask her icalthful than any other. The recent
M. de Lesseps announced at a meet german, Eakins, Fimple, Geyer, Gill,
Mass., was for a long time a severe suf rival in this country, he was obliged to
For Sale or Exchange.
ferer from Dyspepsia, trying, in vain, all take the oath of allegiance before he ing in Paris of the shareholders in the Hamilton, Harper, Harris, Holcomb, while attempts ivere being made to Let the Republicans read the hand what was the matter—when he leaped official tests show, on the other hand,
a way into the car. The fireman writing on the wall.”
back in dismay. It was not Stella’s that the best the phosphatic baking
the usual remedies. At last she began to was allowed to vote on reaching tiie age Panama Canal Company that a further Holmes, Hudson, Jackson, Kennedy, force
No. 233.. FARM, 160acres,Cowley county
Kitchen, Kreis, .Laylin, McKelvey, was ordered to take the clash bar from
face, but Grace’s. He rushed up to the powder makers can do is to produce an
was held to be alien horn.”
Kansas, (unimproved,) for city property or
take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, and only three of 21, as he--sum of money would be raised by the Meredith, Merrick, Monahan, Ogle,Ohl, the engine and break in the door of the
----- 41-- ----iishtonished clergyman and with a cry article that is one-third or more re
Knox county farm. Price only $12 per acre.
bottles restored her to perfect health.
Three Peculiarities
snatched the license from his hands. siduum or impurity.
No. 234. FARM, 800acres, Cowley county,
To the appeal of the St. Louis issue of bonds to the face value of 600,- Outcalt, Owen, Palmer, Poorman. Raw- car. He obeyed, but as he could not
“
I
have
gone
through
terrible
suffer

Kansas, well improved. Price only $15 pe
ins, Reed, Robinson, Sanford, Sherer, in after ten minutes’ delay, the robbers
We want our food pure; especially
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the great blood purlflei There in plain letters was the name of
ing from Dyspepsia and Indigestion,” Globe Democrat to the Mugwumps to 000,000f; that locks would be used in Smalley, Stewart, Stranahan, Strecker, proceeded to set the car on fire. This
acre, Will take city property or choice farm.
“Tricked, by do we not wish to take alum, lime and
and
regulating medicine, is characterized by Grace Street Wye.
the
canal,
and
that
it
would
he
opened
No. 221. FARM, 60 acres, li mile South
writes C. J. Boilenier, 145 Columbia st., return to the Republican party because
forced
the
messenger
to
open
the
door
Taylor,
Tompkins,
Tryon,
Weems,
Heavens,” said the duped bridgroom phosphates with it at the dictum of
three peculiarities, namely:
of Gambier ; good buildings. Will trade for
Camhridgeport, Mass., “and can truly Mr. Blaine has “taken himself out of in 1890, one-year later than he hits here Whitacre, Whittlesey, Wilhelm, Wor and the engineer and fireman were
with an oath, shaking his fist at the manufacturers who may find it cheap
tofore claimed for its opening. The
improved Farm, in or near Montgomery
say Ayer’s Sarsaparilla lias cured me.”
The
combination
of
the
various
made
to
get
into
the
car
first,
their
bo

thington, speaker—62.
weeping girl, who fell on her kuees er to claim a virtue for the impurities
the list of presidential possibilities, meeting approved his report.
county. Kansas.
Price $85 per acre.
remedial agents used.
Nays—Messrs. Ankeny, Armor,Baugh dies thus protecting the robbers as they
pleading for him not to curse her for than to remove them.
No. 222. FARM, 34i acres, Jackson town
the Boston Herald, which speaks for
man, Belville, Bense, Bird, Boehmer, dimmed in. The messenger opened
ship, unimproved ; all under cultivation but
The proportion in which the roots, she loved him and her father was will
the Mugwumps of New England, re Speaking of Blaine’s letter, the Wash Blue, Counts, Cromley, Eidemiller, the safe without further resistance, and
6 acres. Price $1500. Will trade for unim
ing to take both of them to his home.
herbs, barks, etc., arc mixed.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
ington
Critic
says:
An enterprising grocery firm at
proved farm in Iowa, Kansas or Nebraska
plies: “The innocence with which that
Gaumer, Hart, Kiensch, Lawlor, Mc the contents were quickly transferred
I’rico $1 ; six bottles, $5. Worth $5 a bottle.
This caused the mercenary man to re
No. 211, FARM, 20 acres, li mile of Dan
“
They
read
it
up,
they
read
it
down,
The
process
by
which
the
active
Kirksville, Mo., makes the following
to a sack. The mail car and passengers
Cray,
Olemacher,
Pennell,
Pfeister,
is
a
sorted
as
a
fact
which
no
intelligent
fleet.
The
figure
before
him,
while
ville: fair house and barn. Price $1300
They read it all in vain;
medicinal properties are secured.
Rebeson, Schuler, Shew, Shinn, Smith, were not molestad. The engineer and
that of a child, was still a pretty one. offer: “Any man who drinks two drams
Will exchange for house or lots in this city.
politician in the country believes to be They cannot make the riddle out,
fireman
of
this
train
were
in
charge
Young
—
25.
If what she said was true, he had a bet of whisky per day, for a year, and pays
They
cannot
solve
Jim
Blaine;
No. 214. HOUSE and J acre in Gambier.
The
result
is
amcdicine
of
unusual
strength
beyond doubt, and which full half of And so they meet and talk;
of the train robbed at Genoa, Ark.,
Price $350, in exchange fo17 citv property.
and curative power, which effects cures here ter bargain than with Stella, whose 10 cent a drink for it, can have at our
those used to estimating such assur
few weeks ago. The messenger re tofore unequalled. These peculiarities belong father would have renounced them store-80 sacks of flour, 220 pounds of
And talk and gas, and blow—
LARGE LIST OF FARMS in Kansas,
HIGH LIQUOR TAX.
ceived a note at Texarkana warning exclusively to Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and are both. He suddenly changed his tune granulated sugar and 72 pounds of good
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois Ac.
ances regard as a fraud upon its face, Oh, let her go, Gillespie,
On
Thursday
last
the
Senate
took
up
But does he let her go ?”
him to watch out but he paid no at
and after paying the confused clergy green coffee for the same money and
FOB SALE—Building Lots.
is only equaled by the childlike and
thh Poorman bill, increasing the Dow tention to it, believing it to be a joke
man, went over to Wye’s house, where get $2.50 premium for making (lie
Unknown to Others
LOT, East Vine street. Price only $375,
bland way in which it is assumed that
Claim of a Woman Ex-Soldier.
tax to $300, and after very little speech The robbers were just thirty-five minu
he was, as may he expected, welcomed change of expenditures. That is a
21 CHOICE BUILDING LOTS,'in Ben
party which hut two weeks ago was ad
nood
’
s
Sarsaparilla
is
prepared
with
th
tes doing the work. Late reports state
Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 19.—Much in
next day the affair leaked out and temperance lecture in a very few lines.
jamin Harnwell’s New Addition to Mt.
mitted to be at the back of Blaine is terest is centered at present in Mrs. making, put it to a vote and it was lost, that between $5,000 and $10,000 were greatest skill and care, by pharmacists ol The
the wedding was enthusiastically cele
Vernon, Ohio. Eight on Gambier Avenue
every Democrat and the Hamilton
purified
because
he
ostensibly
with

education
and
long
experience.
Hence
it
is
a
Some place the loss much high
’Tis better not to be, than he unhapj y,
and Thirteen on East Front street.
Hooker, a well-known lady here, who county Senators voted against it. The taken.
worthy of entire confidence. If you brated in the Wye mansion, all the and no one can be happy whose system
holds his favor.”
er. The Sheriff and posse are in pur medicine
LOT, West High Street. Price only $365,
neighborhood, including Mrs. Horace
Republicans
then
got
scared
and
;v
mo

suffer
from
scrofula,
salt
rheum,
or
any
dis
has
appeared
before
the
Board
of
Pen

LOT, North Main Street, one of the finest
tion to reconsider carried. The bill suit of the robbers.
case of the blood, dyspepsia, biliousness, sick Bromley, being present. The only ab is deranged by poisonous secretions.
locations in the city. Price only $1,500.
sions, made a claim based on the fact was then made a special order for
headache, or kidney and liver complaints sentee was poor Stella, who, while lcav Nearly all ills that flesh is heir to,
FOUR LOTS, fronting on Sandusky St
that she was an enlisted soldier of the Wednesday (yesterday.)
An Imperative Necessity.
catarrh or rheumatism, do not fail to try ing the house to meet Drake, had been arise from torpid liver and derange
Price only $050, on liberal time.
late war, served three years and was
betrayed by Grace and locked safely ment of the digestive organs. Dr.
LOT, West Chestnut St., witli stable—$1000
What
pure
air
is
to
an
unhealthy
lo

Hood’s Sarsaparilla up by her father, while the little trait Pierce’s Pleasant Purgative Pellets cor
twice wounded. At the breaking out
Beautiful Acre Building Lots, within ten
cality, what spring cleaning is to the
State of Ohio, ) f
County s s of the war, Mr. Hooker was appointed
minutes walk of Main street, on long credit
•‘I recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to all ress took her cloak and place. The rect irregularities of the liver, prevent
City of Toledo, J Jjb< as bounty, s.s. First Lieutenant and his wife accom
neat housekeeper, so is Hood’s Sarsa
FOB BEST.
my friends as the best blood purifier on wedding is a great surprise to all and constipation, and promote good health.
Frank
J.
Cheney
makes
oath
that
he
panied
him
to
the
front.
She
was
en

parilla to everybody at this season
carih.” AVm. Gaff, druggist, Hamilton, O no one seems to know how it all came Buy them of your druggist.
HOUSES, in ■ all parts of the citv. Also
is the senior partner of the firm of F. abled to do this by a clever piece of
The body needs to he thoroughly reno
STORES and DWELLING ROOMS.
“ Hood’s Sarsaparilla has cured me of scrof about, as none of these interested will
J.
Cheney
&
Co.,
doing
business
in
the
strategy. A young man who bore some
TWO STORE ROOMS, with arch between,
An eye witness writes that a funeral
vated, the blood purified and vitalized
ulous humor, and done me worlds of good tell and Miss Bromley has gone to New
City
of
Toledo,
county
and
State
afore

Main street, opposite Rowley House. Will
resemblance to her was induced to sub
the germs of disease destroyed. Scrofu otherwise.” C. A. Arnold, Arnold, Me.
York State to live with friends.
at Venice is very curious. A gondolia
rent seperate or both together very cheap.
said, and that said firm will pay the mit himself to the necessary examina
A book containing many additional state
la, Salt Rheum and other blood disor
in black and silver conies for tho body
HOUSE. East Chestnut St. $5 per month.
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS tion, and when an opportunity present
ders are cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla
ments of cures will be sent to all who desire,
“Oh! where shall rest be found?”
at tiie house of mourning. The coffin
•HOUSE, Fair Ground Add. $6 per month.
for
each
at
d
e.ery
case
of
Catarrh
that
ed
itself,
the
young
woman,
properly
the
most
popular
and
successful
spring
The worn-out mother sighs;
HOUSE, Burgess street. $7 per month.
is put in the oponboat, ami tho family
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Stockings
can not be cured by the use of Hall's unifotmed, exchanged places with him.
medicine.
HOUSE, Front street. $6 per month.
to mend,and trousers to darn ■wild the priests then get in and sit
IS
Catarrh
Cure.
Sold
by
all
druggists.
$1;
six
for
$6.
Made
With
her
husband,
she
has
lived
sever

HOUSE, North Mulberry St.,$8,33 per m.
Dishes to wash and butter to churn,
around it. The gondoliers are dressed
THE CHIEF
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.
(—)
A. \V. GLEASON,
al years, and is familiarly known as
HOUSE, East Vine St. $4,50 per month.
While my heart feels to break, and head in black and silver, and they row toA Horrible Affair in Texas.
Fop the Bath, Toilet and Laundry.
■J SEAL
HOUSE, (double) Mulberry St. $7 for half.
“
Colonel
”
Hooker.
The
outcome
of
IOO Doses One Dollar.
and heart burn,
Snow White and Absolutely Pure
wards^the cemetery, whiebjstands in the
Houston, Tex., Feb. 29.—Reports re
HOUSE. Hay St. $10 per month.
')
Notary Public.
her claim is looked forward to with
And life is a constant friction,
If your dealer does not keep Whit* Cloud
•
centre of a broad lagon.
HOUSE. Guv St. $t per month.
Cure on Earth for Pain.” 1
ceived here from Spanish Camp,
P. S.—Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken much curiosity.
Bend 10 cents for sample cake to the makers
A very curious toast, the apparent
) quickly _
. other known i
The summer came and went,
OFFICE R Mints, corner Main and Gam
internally
and
acts
directly
upon
the
y:
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
edj
rough settlement forty miles distant, irreverence of which disappears upon
bier streets. Choice location.
The matron no longer sighs;
Piles—Blind, Bleeding and Itching
JHS. S. KIRK X CO.,
Swellings, Stiff Neck, Bruises, I
blood and mucus surfaces of the sys
Having been troubled with a throat
Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Lumba-|
DESIRABLE ROOMS, South Main St.,
says that a negro cabin was set on fire reflection, used to be common thirty Elastic her step,and rounded her cheek Positivclycured byDarby's Prophylactic
go,
Pleurisy,
Sores,
Frost-bites,
I
CHICAGO.
tern.
Send
for
testimonials,
free.
(Weaver Block,) conveniently arranged for
affection for ten years, and having been
Backache, Quinsy, Sore Throat, I
Sunday
night
and
as
the
terrified
and
years
ago
at
commercial
tables
on
Sun
Work
seems
but
play,
life
is
now
sweet
F. J. CHENEY & Co.,
Sciatica, Wounds, Headache, I
B >arding House or Dwelling. Apply nt once
under the treatment of some of the
half dressed negroes ran out they were days. It was, “Rusty swords and dirty And the change was made in one short Fluid. Bathe with a little of the Fluid
Toothache, Sprains, etc. Price I
STEVJEMS
CO., ~
Toledo, Ohio.
25cts. a bottle. Sold by alii
BENTS COLLECTED for non-resibest physicians, without experiencing
shot
like dogs. Two were shot to death Bibles.”
added to the water. A single applica
week,
jruggists.
Caution.
—
The
gen1
Kfe^Sold hv all Druggists, 75 cents.
dentsand others,on reasonable terms.
DEALERS IN
nine Salvation Oil bears our,
any relief whatever, I concluded to try
two cremated and a fifth hanged to a
By I)r. Pierce’s Favorite Prescrip tion will allay the itching, soothe all
registered Trade-Mark, and our |
frit- Otherdesirable Farinsand City Prop
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup—the first dose fac-simile signature. A. c. aieyer
tree. The trouble is the result of a suit
The peculiar purifying and building
tion.
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry,
inflammation, deodorizo all offensive*
Proprietors, Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.
erty forSale. Correspondence solicited.
relieved and a twenty-five cent bottle
to obtain possession of the land on up powers of Hood’s Sarsaparilla make
Positive remedy for those derange ness and staunch the bleeding. Tetter
NO. I KREMLIN.BLOCK,
cured me. C. T. Wambling, 334 Fayette
which the negro portion of the village it the very best medicine to take at ments, irregularities, and weaknesses and Scald Head are quickly cured by
HOWARD HARPER,
Telephone No. 89
Street, Baltimore, Md.
Real Estate Agent.
Mt.Vernon,O Mt. Vernon. O,
is loi ated.
Cough at once. Price only 23 Cts. u bottle.
this season.
so common to womankind.
Darby’s Prophylactic Fluid.
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The Best Remedy

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

KIRK'S

1st
2d i
3d:

An Italian fruit dealer at Birming
The Democratic party can not make
Particulars of a horrible crime
Temperance L egislation.
The New Reform Tariff Bill.
Libby Prison having been purchased
ham, Ala., placed $400 in bills in a.
On the first page of this week’s Ban Grover Cleveland’s free-trade message
Correspondents of the New York by a syndicate of speculators, will be come to us from Texas, It geems that
cigar-box and put the box in the stove ner we give our readers some of the the issue of the approaching campaign Herald in St. Lords, Cleveland, Pitts removed to Chicago, where it will be the title of a piece of land at Spanish
any too soon for the satisfaction of the
while he waited on a customer. For proceedings in our State Legislature on Republican party.—Mansfield News.
burgh, Baltimore, Boston, Providence, placed on exhibition about the first of Camp, a small settlement on the Colo
L. HARPER, Editor and Proprietor getting the money, he ordered an as
the prolific subject of temperance.
President Cleveland put forth no Detroit, East Saginaw, Mich., Birming June. The “Bloody Shirt” patriots who rado river, in Wharton county, was in
sistant to build a fire in the stove. The
’•’Saint Owen’s” bill seems to give the “free trade” message,” and therefore ham, Ala., Fall River, Mass., New Or will gather in the windy city about that dispute, the opposite claimants being
Official Paper of the County. money was burned to ashes.
most trouble to the politicians, especial there is no need of a free trade “issue” to leans, Chicago, Lowell, and other points? time will view the ohl Richmond bas- whites and blacks. The case was taken
ly in Cincinnati, where the Republi be made. The President recommended have interviewed the prominent busi tile with wonder and delight, and from to court and decided in favor of the
MOUXT VERSION, OHIO:
Here is a hint for John Sherman,
cans, for some time past, seem to have what the Democratic party has always ness men in regard to The new Tariff it drink in political inspiration to “fire black men. The white men, angry be
taken from the Philadelphia Press, a
secured complete control of the saloon contended for, and what both parties Bill, just introduced in Congress and the hearts” of the voters during the cause of the result, collected in a body
THURSDAY MORNING....MAR. 8,1888. Republican paper: “The presidential
element, and made George Cox, the
the opinion is almost universal that it next Presidential campaign. The war at night, piled wood around a cabin
bee that does the most buzzing makes proprietor of a disreputable gin mill, adopted as planks in their National plat
where the negroes were sleeping, pour
is a good measure, and with some is still going on!
forms,
a
reduction
of
the
present
un

Democratic Judicial Conven the least honey. This general obser the director and manager of the Re necessary and oppressive war tariff, slight
ed kerosene over the same and then
modifications, ought to be enactvation embodying a great truth is free publican organization.
It is announced that Mr. Randall is set it on fire. As the inmates of the
tion.
ed into a law. The people seem to
which
takes
from
the
pockets
of
the
to all political bee-growers.”
The Cincinnati Commercial Gazette is people every year one hundred million like it, while the representatives of opposed to the Tariff bill, and that he cabin rushed out they were fired upon
The Democratic Judicial Convention
frantic
in its opposition to the Owen of dollars beyond the necessities of the Trusts and all kinds of jfonopolies are will carry with him fourteen Democra and five of them fell dead, riddled with
of the First Sub-division of the Sixth
John Sherman has written a letter
tic Congressmen, as follows: Two from bullets. One escaped through the
Bill,
and
declares that its effect will be government. This robbery must be opposed to it.
District of Ohio, composed ! of the wherein he claims that there is no an
One of the Herald's representatives Pennsylvania, two from New Jersey, bushes, and two others, who remained in
counties of Delaware, Knox and Lick tagonism between the speeches he de to drive the German Republicans into stopped, and no idiotic cry of “free
the
Democratic
ranks,
and
thus
make
called
upon Speaker Carlisle, who is four from Ohio, four from Louisiana the cabin were roasted alive.
ing, will meet at Newark, Licking livered at Nashville and Springfield,
trade” will prevent the Democrats from
still detained at Wichita, Kansas, by and two from California. He thinks,
county, Ohio, Wednesday,"March 14, although the first was all honey and Cincinnati a Democratic city ! The stopping it.
Mr. Halstead, of the Cincinnati
the illness of a son, and obtained his however, that 8 or 10 Republicans from Commercial Gazette, has discovered a
1888, at 1:30 o’clock p. m., for the pur conciliation and the other was replete Com. Gaz. has interviewed a large num
ber of the prominent Germans in that
High license and local option were opinion in regard to the bill. He thinks the Northwest will support the bill. strong combination against Mr. Sher
pose of nominating a 'candidate for with venom and bitterness.
city,
and
almost
without
exception
they
pushed through the New Jersey Legis the Bill is a good one and will be pass Mr. Randall is preparing a bill of his man in the East, since Blaine has
Common Pleas Judge. The respective
The management of the Pennsylva declare that the Owen bill is a measure lature in the hope of securing the Pro ed. We quote as follows from the in own, which will increase the duty on withdrawn from the Presidential con
counties above namedAre entitled to
certain articles.
representation in said Convention on nia Company’s lines has increased the fraught with mischief to the “Grand hibition vote for the Republican party. terview:
test. Every State seems now to have
------------------------WIIAT THE PEOPLE WANT.
wages
of
the
train
men
ten
cents
per
Old
Party,
”
and
one
individual
went
so
But
this
trick
did
not
succeed.
The
the basis of one delegate for every 100
We acknowledge the receipt of an a “favorite son,” whose “claims” will
“The people need cheap food, cheap invitation to attend the Centennial of be worked up before the meeting of the
votes cast for Hon. T. E. Powell for trip West of Alliance. This will raise far as to avow his purpose to leave the Prohibition State Convention, with 800
clothing,
cheap medicines, cheap books the first settlement of Ohio and the Republican National Convention. Un
the
wages
of
conductors
from
$2.85
to
city,
if
the
bill
became
a
law.
delegates,
met
at
Trenton
last
week,
Governor at the November election in
The Owen bill is simply an amend when a platform was adopted declaring and cheap tools and implements to Northwestern Territory, at Marietta,on der these circumstances, we do not
1887, and one for every fraction of 50 $2.95; brakemen, from $1.80 to $1.90,
flagmen from $1.90 to $2.
ment to the Dow law, and takes from the convention’s allegiance to the party’s work with, much more than they need the 6th, 7th and 8th days of April, on think that Mr. Sherman can count up
votes and over so cast.
tobacco, cheap whiskey or cheap
City
Councils the right to permit sa principles, and that “We will make no cheap
the vote of any state with certainty,
W. B. Dunbar, Chairman,
Gen. J. W. Keifer, of Springfield,
beer. The government must have a which occasion addresses will be de on
Knox County, has been agreed upon as a temporary loons to remain open on Sunday. The deals or compromises with any per revenue, and I believe the best way to livered by Senator Hoar, of Massachu- outside of Ohio.
John Tucker, Secretary,
chairman of the Republican State Con bill will in no wise effect the smaller sons or parties.” Absolute prohibition raise it is the imposing of taxes on lux chusetts, Hon. J. Randolph Tucker, of
By a law of Onio, passed in pursu
Licking County, vention, in opposition to the wishes of cities and towns of the State where the of the liquor traffic is declared to be the uries imported from abroad and lux Virginia, Hon. Thomas Ewing of New ance of a recommendation of Governor
uries
produced
and
consumed
at
home,
Stephen Potter,
In order to give the people of Mt. Vernon and
Murat Halstead and Gen. Boynton, who saloons have been closed on Sunday, party’s aim and the supreme issue of leaving the real necessities as free from York, Hou. Joseph Cox, of Cincinnati, Foster, where a State institution has
thehour. One of the resolutions present taxation as possible. In this way the Rev. Dr. M. H. Storrs, of New Jersey, five trustees, not more than three of
Delaware County, hate Keifer “like pizen.” Their puny and sobriety has been maintained.
The Republican managers, by the ed Gen. Fisk as a candidate for Presi burden will be imposed upon those who and others.
Knox county an opportunity to inspect our New
Democratic District Judicial Com. protests were of no avail.
them can be appointed from one po
passage of the Dow law and kindred dent, and he will probably be nomina are best able to bear it, or, at least upon
litical
party.
His
political
malignancy,
those who voluntarily choose to bear it.
Store and Carpet Room, we will give an opening on
Representative Rice, of Minnesota,
A bill has been introduced in the measures, expected to control the Pro ted by the national convention at In Still,
all legislation is the result of com presented to the House a memorial of Gov. Foraker, has ignored this law,
Ohio Senate to increase the pay of the hibition vote in the State; but in this dianapolis in June.
promise and concession, and I am will
and has appointed four Republicans to
Friday Evening, March Olli, commencing
To the Democracy of Knox Lieutenant Governor from $800 to $2,- they were sadly disappointed; for the
ing to agree to the repeal of the tobac the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce in one Democrat in the board of trustees
relation
to
restricting
immigration.
The
Cincinnati
Commerica!
Gazette
co
tax
if
we
can
thereby
secure
the
ne

County.
500 a year. As this officer’s only labor Prohibitionists declared that the Dow
at 7 o’clock, to which every one is invited. The
for the Toledo Insane Asylum. The
An act lately passed by the General is to preside over the Senate when in law did not stop the manufacture and declares that the temperance schemes cessary relief and reform in the tariff.” The memorialists state that the immi attorney General has given it as his
Assembly of the State of Ohio, pro session, we can see no necessity of the sale of intoxicants, but simply imposed proposed by the present Republican THE PRESIDENT llEARTILY SUPPORTED. gration of Anarchists. Nihilists and opinion that the present board is an
DISPLAY OF KARPETK and DRY
Do you think the policy recommen- criminals of every kind, is an evil illegal body.
a tax on the man who sold liquors. Legislature, especially by the Poorman by“the
vides for the election of an additional passage of such a bill.
President
will
be
adopted?
”
which calls loudly for the most strin
(xOOOS will be the grandest ever shown in
Failing to destroy the Prohibition party bill, are intended to “punish the Re
Judge of the Common Pleas Court of
“Yes I think the general policy gent measures for remedy and relief
It is Cleveland or Hill with the
S
t. Louis is preparing to receive the by their bogus temperance schemes, publicans of Hamilton county.” The
the 1st sub-Division of the 6th Judicial
recommended in the message will be
Democracy—a sort of devil and deep
Mt. Vernon. No goods will be sold during the even
puisued. It is undoubtedly the cor on the part of Congress and every de sea alternative, &c., <fec.—Akron Beacon.
District, composed of the counties of National Democratic Convention in the Republicans next aimed to secure C. G. wildly and tearfully adds:
style.
Her
citizens
have
voted
to
tax
rect
policy,
and
if
it
is
departed
from
partment
of
the
government.
It
would
be
wise
to
let
the
Dow
law
T
his
sort
of
nonsense
can
only
be
control of the saloons in the large cities
Licking, Delaware and Knox, said elec
ing. But on SATURDAY. MARCH 10th, we will
alone, to permit it to run on just as it in any instance it will be only in cases
tion to take place at the coming spring themselves for street sprinkling pur of the State, and in this they were suc is—and a tax uniiorm if you please, of where concessions must be made in
Frank Hatton has retired from the found in Republican papers. The
poses,
and
next
summer
St.
Louis
will
Democrats
will
have
but
one
candidate
cessful, as the result of the elections in two hundred or three hundred dollars order to reconcile conflicting results.” New York Press, a paper he started up
election.
commence the (HUilTEST HFA1K4HIt is ordered by the Democratic Cen be one of the most delightful cities in Cincinnati, Cleveland and other places would not be necessrarily fatal; but to
In regard to the President’s cam a few months ago, to 6how the beauties for President—-Grover Cleveland—and
clearly shows. Now, if the Owen bill put the scoop shovel into this county paign Mr. Carlisle says that Mr. Cleve of high tariff taxation. Frank’s news he will be nominated by acclamation,
TFR CLEARANCE SALK that we have
tral Committee of Knox county, that the country.
fling the money to the State at
becomes
a law, the Republicans will and
you meet in Mass Convention at the
Polly Ryan, a buxom woman, who
large, as Mr. Poorman proposes, and as land’s nomination and election are cer paper ehangeshave become quite fre-- and elected by an overwhelming ma
ever inaugurated. We will almost give away a lot
Court House, on Saturday, March 10, was expelled from the Salvationists at have neither the Prohibitionists or the distinguished Republicans who should tain. He thinks Blaine’s letter has quent. After he left the Burlington jority of the popular vote of the coun
try.
The
Beacon
may
cut
this
out
and
know
better
are
urging
—
would
be
a
thrown the Republican party into an Hawkeye, he ran the Washington Re
1888, at 2 p. m., to select delegates to Little Falls, N. Y., because she wore a whisky sellers to come to their rescue.
of Dress Goods, Silks, Ticks, Table Linen, Ho
death blow—and we say it more in grief apathetic state, from which it will not publican for a while, then The Mail in paste it in its scrap book for future
the Democratic Judicial Convention, bustle, has started an opposition re
reference.
than
indignation,
for
it
is
a
mournful
Ohio
’
s
Empty
State
Treasury.
to be held at Newark, on March 14.
soon recover. He believes Blaine sin Chicago, followed by the New York
siery, Gloves. Ribbons. In fact something out of
vival of her own, and she and hei
Col. Poorman, Representative in thing to see so shabby a form of suicide. cere in his declination, but the conven venture. He should study the story
A dispatch from Rome, March 1st
D. W. Webster,
E. W.Tui.loss,
bustle are getting the biggest crowd ol
the Legislature from Belmont county,
every department in the Store. This sale will not
states that all the negotiations between
Secretary.
Chairman.
Hon. Henry Watterson, the bril tion may find itself unable to choose about the “rollingstone.”
sinners.
is
one of the leading Republican mem liant editor of the Louisville Courier- between other aspirants and nominate
the Vatican and Russia have proved
St. Louis, Cleveland and Victory.
continue long. Y< u should coineearly in the morn
A dispatch from Buenos Ayres, via fruitless. Russia demanded impossible
Several irregularities were found in bers of the House. He is also editor Journal, passes this well deserved eulo- him anyhow.
We are in favor of taxing all kinds of the accounts of Christian Launer, agent of the Bellaire Tribune, a strong Re
Galveston
says:
“
The
Argentine
and
concessions,
stipulating
that
Catholic
gium upon the Democratic party. He
ing every day the sale lasts, so as to avoid the rush.
The Tariff Bill.
“Trusts.” Tax them to death.
of the Adams Express Company at publican organ. In a recent letter to says: “The Democratic party has ac
Oriental governments have agreed to bishops throughout Russia should be
The bill agreed upon by the majority hold a South American Congress in appointed by the Czar; that the Russian
his paper, written from the Legislature, quired new life. It is now the party of
The Legislature has been wrestling Olney, Ill., whereupon he went to his
Col. Poorman speaks right out in meet movement. It has come back to stay. of the Ways and Means Committee has Montevideo, beginning on July 18,1888, language should be exclusively used in
stable
and
hanged
himself
from
a
with the question of abolishing the
Remember the Grand Opening, Friday Even
beam. His shortage amounts to about ing, and exposes the following state oi It is the only national party. It is the the appearance of an honest measure. the principal object of which is to form Catholic churches in Russia, both in
ground hog.
It
will,
if
enacted,
reform
the
tariff
and
affairs, as existing in Republican State only party whose patriotism is not
$500.00.
a treaty which will determine the ques preaching and catechising, and that
ing, March 9th, and the Grand Clearance Sale,
reduce the surplus. It does not, like tions of international rights pending the offspringof mixed marriages should
finances.
When
Democratic
speakers
Hon. E. W. Poe, Auditor of State,
geographical
or
mercenary.
It
is
the
Mr. Roscoe Conkling writes to the
be
educated
in
the
orthodox
Russian
commencing Saturday, March 10th.
has our thanks for a copy of his An Republican Conkling Club of Pittsburgh and papers made similar statements, in only party that has the courage of its the abortive measure adopted five years between South American nations. This church.
ago, juggle with reform and leave the congress will be the first of its kind ever
the
campaign
last
fall,
they
were
de

nual Report for 1887.
opinions and is led by a chieftain who revenue substantially undiminished.
that he is not an aspirant for political
“Prof.” Sullivan, who has been
nounced by the Republican press and
held in South America.”
The new Tariff bill makes seven preferment. A man who is fit for the stump as liars. But, Col. Poorman is a has both integrity and courage. It is
training at Windsor, the country home
The principle upon which the bill
Suakim, in Egypt, was attacked on of England’s Queen, has frequently
closely printed nonpariel columns of Presidency and not an aspirant for the witness whose testimony his fellow Re the party of the constitution. It is the is framed is the true one, what
party of the people. In short, the sole ever errors of detail may be found Monday by a large force of rebels. met her Majesty, but never condescend
place has a double claim upon popular
the New York Herald.
publicans cannot contradict, and here hope of good, popular government
regard.
in it. That principle is to cut off the After four hour’s fighting the rebels re ed to speak to her, although he has
s what he says:
The officials of the Pennsylvania
now rests upon the re-election of
The Baltimore and Ohio and Penn
“The appropriations asked for exceed Cleveland and is in the hands of the surplus by abolishing needless taxes tired, leaving several hundred killed been qtiite friendly with her hopeful
Railroad Company claim that there
the
estimated revenue by a million and
svlvania
Railway
Companies
have
is

upon the necessities of the people and and wounded on the field. On the son, the Prince of Wales. When asked
will be no strike along that line.
sued orders to their agents not to accept a quarter dollars, and if bwing cut Democratic party.”
the essentials of manufactures. By en British side Col. Tap and five Egyptians why he slighted the Queen the “Pro
to the lowest possible point by the
This Republican Legislature will not freight of any kind for the Chicago, down
larging
the free list this double purpose were killed and fourteen wounded. The fessor” remarked that it was the rule
Mr. Powderly has issued a mani
committee on finance, will exceed the
pass any gas or oil bill without the con Burlington and Quincy railroad except the income by $300,000 and the Lord festo in regard to the strike of the is subserved—of stopping the surplus British gunboats Dolphin and Albacore in Boston for gentleman never to salute
assisted the garrison and poured a a lady without an introduction. John
sent of the Standard Oil Company.
and relieving the taxpayers.
only knows how much a combination
subject to delays at the owner’s risk.
is a perfect Chesterfield in etiquette.
deadly
fire on the retreating rebels.
of the Canal, Intermediate Peniten Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
If anything should be taxed lightly
The State of Alabama has paid all
The Reading engineers, who went to tiary, Soldiers’ Home, and other inter recently inaugurated at Chicago. He it is surely the food, the fuel, the cloth
While agangof quarryman, work
The Senate Committee on the Dis
declares that the Brotherhood, not be
demands against her and has now a Chicago to take situations on the C., ests will add to it.
ing
and
the
shelter
of
the
people.
The
ing
in the suburbs of Kansas City, last
“Last year in the midst of a political ing members of the Knights of Labor
trict of Columbia, on Friday last, voted
surplus of $400,000 in her treasury.
B. & Q. lines, didn’t like the appear campaign,
it was announced that the organization, the latter have no right Committee has added salt to the free 6 to 3 against the Platt bill to prohibit Thursday, were ivaiting for the explo
ance of things, and returned home. treasury was bankrupt. By early as
sion of a blast, a rock weighing nearly a
list, reduced the duty on sugar from 20
Pig Metal Kelley, of Pennsylvania, They said they were misinformed and October
the revenues that would have to take part in the fight. He advises to 30 per cent., made wool, flax and the sale of intoxicating liquors in the a ton was driven among them with
don’t like the new Reform “Tariff Bill;” deceived and refused to go to work.
District
of
Columbia.
The
committee
run the State were exhausted and the them to “stand back and allow this
but that will not surprise anybody.
State’s credit was only saved by obtain struggle to go on.” In view of the hemp free, reduced the duty on wool then, by a vote of 8 to 1 (Riddlebergei), awful force. It struck Samuel Bier
lens, relieved timber, wood, stone, and decided to frame and report a local man in the neck and severed his head
A news dealer named Dingle, in Dub ing advances, not clearly warranted by
Blaine’s friends in Maine are now lin, has been sentenced to three law, from Republican county treasurers fact that Knights of Labor have gone marble from customs charges, and prof
option and high license bill. Mr. Rid- from his body as cleanly as though it
west
to
take
the
place
of
the
striking
talking about Senator Frye as the presi months’ imprisonment for selling cop before they had collected the taxes pay
fered
to
the
manufacturers
many
un

dlebcrger will make a favorable minor had been done with a sharp axe. The
dential heir of James G. This is no joke. ies of the United Ireland containing re able in December. Now, with more Brotherhood, Mr. Powderly says: “My taxed materials to cheapen the cost of
decapitated man staggered a step and
than $300,000 added to the deficiency, opinion of a man who takes the place
ity report on the Platt bill.
fell while his head rolled down a de
their
products
and
enable
them
to
ex

as
indicated
above,
every
dollar
of
the
of another who is struggling for his
clivity.
The Prince and Princess of Wales ports of meetings of suppressed bran
A
man
by
the
name
of
Jones,
living
June
taxes
will
be
exhausted
before
tend their market.
are making extensive arrangements for ches of the National League.
it will be possible to draw a dollar of rights is that he deserves the contempt
The Chillicothe Advertiser presents
That there will be an outcry from the in Kansas City, has turned up in Wash
the celebration of their silver wedding.
The Randall Club of Philadelphia the December payment there will be and scorn of every man who loves jus special interests that have so long en ington,where he made some friendly re the name of General Michael Ryan,
more than $506,000 of State warrants tice.”
Miss Louisa M. Alcott, the well have engaged twenty-three rooms for afloat without a dollar in the treasury
joyed the privilege of levying a tax for marks in relation to John Sherman, the silver-tongued Irish orator of Cin
known authoress and magazine writer, sixty or seventy members, at the La to redeem them.”
M. Wilson, son-in-law of Ex-Presi their own benefit upon the whole body whereupon the Cincinnati Commercial cinnati, as a Democratic candidate for
died in Boston on Tuesday, of brain clede Hotel, St. Louis, during the
dent Grevy, who was detected in dis of consumers is to be expected. But if Gazette proclaims “Missouri for Sher Secretary of State. Gen. Ryan is a very
Democratic National Convention. Mr. More Dow Tax Wanted to Fill the posing of bogus Legion of Honor dec the protected interests are wise they man.” Probably Smith, of Missouri, able and popular man and a rattling
fever.
Democrat, and we are sure he would
Empty Treasury.
Randall will be with the club.
orations, and whose scandalous conduct will yield something rather than im will drop down in Washington next
The Canton Democrat sticks a pin
You will find an entirely different line of OVERCOATS
A Columbus dispatch to the Cleve forced his father-in-law to resign the peril all. There must be a beginning. and announce “Missouri for Bob Lin make a very acceptable candidate for
the Democracy of Ohio.
here: James G. Blaine will be the
A Democratic Mayor was elected in land Plain Dealer, March 5th, says:
here,
more really fine and well made ones, LATEST
coln.
”
So
it
goes.
next Republican candidate for the the Republican city of Meadville, Pa., Both branches of the general assembly Presidency of France, has been sen The people of this country will not sub
SHADES,
STYLES and the LOWEST PRICES. GarT
here
is
a
big
row
among
the
Re

mit
much
longer
to
be
taxed
clear
up
Presidency.
There is still a great deal of talk
last week. Revenue Reform was made convened at 4 o’clock to-day and tran tenced to two years imprisonment, to
to the war maximum. They resent the about Gov. Foraker as a Republican publicans of the Thirteenth Congres ments made to wear, made to gain your trade and keep it.
a
fine
of
3,000
francs,
and
deprived
pay
the direct issue, and hosts of Republi sacted very little business of impor
A dynamite explosion in the Cleve
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and Perry, and the indications arc that
Monday, killed five men, tearing them
istration, was at the bottom of the Government.
Furnishings,
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Sherman. As matters now look, we be
Claus Spreckles, the “Sugar King” Mr. Poorman’s bill increasing the Dow prosecution. M. Grevy feels deeply the
all to atoms.
The country will now watch to see lieve Foraker’s chances for receiving two sets of delegates will be sent to the Make no purchases until you call.
Chicago Convention. The contest is
of California, will soon erect a refinery law tax from $200 to $300. He pours
how both parties in Congress will re
Judge Kelley denies that the Re with a capacity of 8,000 barrels of into the eais of Republican members disgrace of his son-in-law. He com deem their pledges to reform the tariff the nomination for Presidentare equal between the friends of Sherman and
ly as good, if not better, than those of Foraker.
publicans in Congress seek to obstruct sugar per day, which he will sell at who fear the political consequence a plains of the acrimony of French pol and stop the surplus.—N. Y. World.
Every boy buying receives a Kite.
Sherman, lie is a tricky and unscru
tariff legislation. But their actions prices that will “knock” the Sugar harrowing tale of the financial condi itics and said: “As for my own charac
M
rs. Heaton Manic.:, an English
ter, I leave posterity to judge.”
pulous politician.
show otherwise.
Trust monopoly sky high.
Destructive Avalanches in Italy.
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The Sunday News is the only Colum
A new whisky crusade has broken out
Sterpone, near Irerea, and thirty lives Dow law tax to $50(1, was defeated in consequence of having a divorce suit
something
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zette,
would
the
treasury
’
surplus
be,
at Westerville, but up to the present bus Sunday paper that reaches Mt.
the House of Representatives on Wed from her husband pending, shot and
time no saloons have been blown up Vernon on the day of its publication, revenues and the Dow law tax alone should the tax reduction tariff bill pass were lost.
Two hundred corpes have been re nesday last, through the efforts of the instantly killed herself last Thursday THE CLOTHIER, HATTER AND FURNISHER. Kirk Block, Main Street,
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Congress.
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At
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with gunpowder.
and we may add that under its present
South-west Corner Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
at the Leland Hotel, to escape the per
management, it is a clean, bright and ernor has favored this plan of increas knock out of Uncle Sam’s coffers $53,- covered from the avalanches which oc- Hamilton county members, who work secution
to
which
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subjected.
cured
in
the
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Alps.
ing the revenues and its defeat in the 000,000 annually.” Wrong there, for
The “Dutch have taken Holland”— entertaining newspaper.
ed, as they said, for the “interests of
A custom house near Revere was de their constituents.” The vote was re
or, in other words, the Republicans
House surprised him very much. Mr. they hope to knock out $70,000,000 or
Senator Braddock, on Monday, off
Oscar E. Bechwith, the perpetrator Poorman is now confident that the bill
have carried some town elections in
$80,000,000 annually. Where would it stroyed by an avalanche, and three considered, and the bill was made a ered a resolution requesting Senators
of numerous crimes, and who has been pass.
the State of Maine.
go ? Why it would remain in the guards and four other persons were special order for Wednesday of this and Rcprescnsatives in Congress to
six times sentenced, was hung at Hud
week.
killed.
favor II. IL by Mr. Mills to dispose of
It is stated that all the Congressmen son, N. Y., on Thursday last for the The Public Debt Comes Down An pockets of the people, in the channels
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Lake
The great Mexican Internationa' of the surplus in the United States
of business and in the savings banks,
other Eight Millions.
from Ohio, Democrats and Republi murder of Simon Vandercock on the
Como are suffering from lack of food, Railway is open for traffic, and cars Treasury by thepurenase of bonds. Mr.
The reduction in the public debt instead of being piled up in the treasury
cans, will oppose the free wool clause lOtli of January, 1882.
and soldiers are cutting their way now run from the City of Mexico to Rannells gave notice to discuss and the
as
a
temptation
to
congressmen
and
during February amounted to $7,756,in the new Tariff bill.
through the snow to relieve them.
Senator Riddleberger, who has 366, and since June 30, or the first robbeis generally.—Pittsburgh Post.
New Orleans, Washington, New York resolution went over under this rule.
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Jay Gould is coming home, but the
seven months of the current fiscal year,
Mr. Arthur, Chief of the Brother
Miss Clara Barton, President of been destroyed by avalanches and one change of coaches. The road was
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sun will rise and set as aforetime, and “flowing bowl,” is now laboring for the aggregates $76,974,022. The net cash
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Manhattan Island will not float out
that the present fight with the Chicago,
the sale of intoxicating liquors in the in the treasury is $92,987,796, or $7,500,- Vernon, Ill., recently visited by a de have been despatched to aid the suffer can government, and is practically a
into the Atlantic ocean.
Burlington and Quincy Railroad, means
000 more than a month ago. The gold structive tornado. After viewing the
District of Columbia.
part
of
the
Southern
Pacific
system.
war to the end. He announces that if
fund balance is $212,869,913, or about wreck wrought by the storm, Miss ers.
An entire column of the Newark Ad
Snow storms of unequaled severity are
Thomas F. Bayard is the only living the engineers cannot win in a quarrel
The Democratic Congressional Com $10,000,000 more than on February 1.
Barton said that all that had been pre prevailing in Northern Italy, and the
vocate is filled with announcements of mittee has chosen Senator Kenna, of
man who was balloted for in the St. so just, he will resign his place and re
candidates for tho various offices to be Virginia, Chairman; Ex-Congressman The silver fund balance, exclusive of 6,- sented to the public through the daily authorities have oidereil the theaters, Louis Convention in 1876. Tilden, Hen commend the order to disband.
500,000
trade
dollar
bullion,
is
$47,150,press could not give a faint idea of the schools and markets to be closed, in
filled at the April eloction.
Phil Thompson, of Kentucky, Secre 000, a decrease of about $1,000,000 dur
dricks, Allen, Hancock and Parker, all
Since James G. Blaine and George
pitiable condition of the city. “The order to prevent accidents through the
tary;
and
J.
L.
Morris
of
the
District
of
of whom had enthusiastic supporters W. Childs declined being candidates
ing tho past month. National bank necessities,” she said, “are not realized falling of snow.
A defalcation of between $37,000 Columbia, Treasurer.
for the nomination, are dead, and for President, prominent Republicans
depositories hold $61,546,000 of govern throughout the country. If the peoand $38,000 is reported in the treasury
An Ex-Sheriff’s Badness.
John Kelly and John Morrissey, who in New York and Pbiladclphia have
of Dauphin county, Pa., and is charged
Tascott, the supposed murderer of ment money, or $2,000,000 more than of this country could come here and
Zanesville, Ohio, March 4.—Late were prominent figures at the conven started a boom for Judge Walter Q.
to former incumbents of the office.
millionaire Snell, in Chicago, is being February 1. Government receipts dur look but once at the scene, the dona
last night Richard J. Hanes, Ex-Sheriff tion, have followed theii chiefs.
hunted by detectives in every direction, ing February aggregated $31,151,931 tions would flow in at once.”
Gresham, of Indiana, for President,
WHICH IN MANY INSTANCES
of this county, and until recently sup
We think John Sherman might in but without success. A great many $1,500,000 more than in February, 1887,
The Cincinnati saloon keepers de and Senator Joseph R. Hawley, of
posed to be wealthy, shot his paramour, clare that if the “Saint Owen” amend Connecticut, for Vice-President.
crease his chances for tho presidential people believe that ho is hiding some while exper.diturers were but $19,898,The tearing down of Libby Prison,
nomination of his party by writing a where in Chicago.
468, or $5,500,000 less than in February, transportation of the materials to Chi Frankie Wise, and escaped. Hanes is ment to the Dow law is passed it wifi
The indications are that Clinton B.
letter saying that he is not a candidate.
cago and re-erection there will prove a a man nearly fifty years old, with a be a dead letter on the statue books, so Fisk, of New Jersey, will be the Prohi
The silly fashionable women of New 1887. Receipts from all sources for the costly
The Stock is CLEAN and in GOOD CONDITION and
enterprise,
and
we
doubt
the
wife
and
large
family.
The
woman
James Kelly, of Terre Haute, Ind., York have commenced smoking long- first seven months of the current fiscal the success of the scheme—a purely has a history. Five years ago she was far as that city is concerned. The back bition candidate for President. This will be offered at
was cold and stole an overcoat to keep stemmed clay pipes; but not one of year reach $2539,05,889, and expendi money-making one. No pleasant me arrested charged with adultery with doors of saloons will not be locked, and arrangement does not suit the Republi
himself warm. He will now be warmed them knows how to broil a beefsteak tures during the same period aggregate mories are recalled, no pleasure senti George Marple, both Marple and her friendly Republican policemen will not can managers very well, who have re
ments are aroused by the sight of this self being married. Her husband was disturb people who quietly go into an cently been doing everything in their
in the penitentiary for a couple of or bake a loaf of bread. They will $183,446,929.
hideous old pen or the mention of its John Sanders, who upon her conviction alley to “see a man.”
make
poor
wives.
years.
power to capture and control the Pro
The Republican papers, now that a name.—Cincinnati Commerical Gazette. and sentence to jail for six montbft ob
hibition vote, without success.
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is willing to take the Democratic nom delegation from Ohio by any manner here, have a< great deal to say about to keep up the bitter memories of the and the Sheriff. He bought her a
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ination for Vice President. We think,
Mrs. Potter (American) took to the
house and lavished the savings of years
the “Cobden Free Trade Club,” an En
however, that Indiana is entitled to the Bee. notone-half the delegates from the glish organization. This is the same of your political business. You ought on her. Upon retiring as Sheriff, he couple have been married only three stage, there lias been a mania among ALL GOODS MUST BE PAID FOR BEFORE LEAV
went into business at Norwich, this years and this is the third set of trip
Northwestern counties will vote for his
nominee.
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World.
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and
Tiie New Jersey House of Represen
time and all alive. The McElmore
PRODUCE PURCHASED.
foolish desire among women. But
Fred Steube, who made the cause every four years, to “fright the souls of
Senator Massie’s bill, requiring In the woman dropped him. He went to neighborhood is indifferent to an im Adivorce
tatives has passed the Local Option
suits
are
generally
the
culmina

her
house
last
night,
placed
a
revolver
less assault upon Prosecutor Hiding, fearful adversaries.” When the late surance Companies to publish a statemigration movement.
High License Bill over the veto of
tion of such feminine freaks.
against her breast and fired. The bullet
at Columbus, has been sentenced to President Garfield was made a mem meht of their financial condition in struck
a gold watch, one of his gifts to
Gov. Green. The Senate has done the
T
he
funeral
of
Ex-Fire
Commission

pay a fine of $25 and undergo imprison ber of this “Cobden Club” some years two papers of opposite politics in her. and turned aside making a bad
Late dispatches from St.' Remo state
same thing.
er Philip F. Brennan, of Brooklyn, that the condition of the Crown Prince
ment in the county jail for four months. ago, not a word of disapproval found
flesh
wound.
She
is
seriously
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towns where they have agencies, in
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The Brotherhood of Locomotive En Right.
its way into a Republican paper. Cyrus January of each year, should become but will recover. Hanes can not be whose death is shrouded in mystery, is daily becoming more alarming, and
_________
took place on Monday. No less than it is now regarded as only a question
gineers numbers 21,000 members, and
That leviathan monopoly, the Stand- W. Field of the New York Mail and Ex a law. At present, to save a few dol found.
claims to include all the professional ark Oil Company, is sending tank cars press, W. M. Grosvenor of the New lars expense, some companies publish
The great international fistic battle four women attended the services, of time when he will die. It is stated
engineers on this continent except south filled with coal oil which is ex York Tribune, and Murat Halstead of their statements in obscure village between John L. Sullivan, Boston’s fa each claiming to be a wife of the de that arrangements have been made to
about 2,500.
changed for cotton seed oil, to be man the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette, all papers, that have no general circula vorite son, and Charlie Mitchell, the ceased, but strange to tell they did not take him back to Berlin, so as to avoid
JUST OPENED,
------------- » —
engage in a hair-pulling matinee on death on foreign soil.
ufactured into “choice family lard.” good Republicans, are members of the
-- *--------tion, and are never seen or read by the so-called “champion of England,” f°r the occasion.
Gov. Foraker, it is said, is urging Ugh!
________
“Cobden Free Trade Club,” and yet all great mass of people who have their $5,000, will take place on or about the
Why wouldn’t Ingalls, of Kansas,
the passage of the Poorman bill to in
The bankrupt condition of our State make a good Republican candidate for
, 10th of March, atsome point in France.
Charley Mitchell, the English pu these men, for political effect, talk in property insured.
crease the Dow law liquor tax to $300,
----- AN D-----gilist, has had himself bound over to favor of Protection in their representa
The contest will be for the “champion Treasury is now an admitted fact—even President? He can talk longer and
so as to assist in replenishing the empty
keep the peace in England. He will tive papers. This is not only hypocrit
T
he Columbus Dispatch is authority ship of the'world.” The chances are admitted by the Republican leaders louder than Sherman on the “Bloody
State treasury.
probably manage to have himself ar ical, but dishonest.
for the statement that Maj. W. W. decidedly in favor of Sullivan coining who vehemently declared that it was a Shirt” issue that the Republicans pre
rested-before he faces John L. Sullivan.
“Democratic lie,” during the last cam sent to the country every four years.
Armstrong, late editor of the Plain off victorious.
It would not surprise us if General
Edwin Barbour, editor of the Pied Dealer, and at present post-master in
paign. The State now wants to borrow We may here remark that Iqgalls has FLOUNCINGS, ALL-OVER EMBROIDERIES, APRON PAT
P.
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Mike Ryan, of Cincinnati, and Dan
John David Jones, of Newark, has
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million of dollars to meet current no love for Sherman.
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and
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Cleveland, is writing a novel, “social, have left England and are now in one
Ryan, of Portsmouth, would be the withdrawn from the contest as a can
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expenses. Comment is unnecessary.
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editor
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political and historical, dealing with France. It is believed that the fight
Democratic and Republican candidates didate for Common Pleas Judge in this
In the Eighth (Springfield) district,
had
a
hand-to-hand
fight
in
the
Adsub-division. J. E. Lawhead now seems
will take place to-morrow (Friday).
for Secretary of State.
the growth of Northwestern Ohio.”
The Republicans of Erie and Craw there are no less than five Republican
nance office on Thursday last, which re
to be the only candidate in the field.
ford counties, Pennsylvania, in conven candidates in the field in opposition to
In 1880 the population of New York
Robert G. Evans, who represents
sulted in the death of Williams and
Strikes! strikes! strikes! nothing
It is stated that W. K. Vanderbilt the serious injury of Barbour. The but strikes, everywhere. There will be Minnesota on the National Republican tion assembled, took a straw vote for a Bob Kennedy, viz: lion. J. Warren
city was 1,206,577. The Sun believes
Presidential candidate Wednesday. Keifer, Mr. John Foos, Hon. Asa S.
it has increased 450,000,000 since that has contracted for the services of a affair grew out of bitter personal at no end of these disturbances, while Committee says the Minnesota delega The result was as follows: Lincoln, 17: Bushnell, and Judge John C. Miller of
French cook at $10,000 a year. That
. KhmI lligii HI reel au<l Public* Hquare.
fc'me; if so, the present population sum would support about twenty ordi tacks published in the respective avaricious men try to become rich by tion to the National Republican Con Blaine, 8; Sherman, 4: Gresham, 2; Alli- Clarke, with Hon. John F. Locke of
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LOCAL BREVITIES.
— Attention is directed to the advertise
ment of Spring overcoats by A. M. Stadler.
— Three new candidates were mustered
in to Joe Hooker Post, O. A. R. Monday
night.
— Common Pleas Court adjourned over
until Monday on account of the sessions of
Circuit Court this week.
— The County Commissioners are in ses
sion this week, and a large amount of rou
tine week is being transacted.
— Max Meyer’s mule team made things
interesting about the Public Square Mon
day by indulging in a runaway.
— Attention is directed to the professional
ardofWm.D. Robim-on, attorney-at-law,
who has located in the Kirk building.
— Miss Julia Johnson formerly of East
High street, this city, was married February
29th to Mr. Charles Ludwig, of Chicago.
— Attention is directed to the advertisemen of a farm for rent published by Mr.
Thos. Keys of Marengo, Morrow county.
— Circuit Court convened Tuesday with
Judges Jenner, Albaugh and Follet on the
bench. There arc ten cases on the docket to
be heard.
— The full text of the new local option
bi 1 passed last week by the Legislature will
be found on the first page of this issue of
the Banker.
— Mr. William McDonald residing three
miles north of town, had three fingers badly
mangled last Thursday, by coming in con
tact with a buzz saw.
— Newark had a big fire on last Thurs
day night, which devoured a good portion of
the “Why” clothing store. Loss estimated
at $8,000—fully insured.
— The Young America Clqjhing Com
pany has caught the spirit of improvement,
and made noteworthy charges in its store
room in the Opera House block.
— Mr, Arthur L. Shumway, of Akron, deliverd an interesting lecture at the Congre
gational church, Monday evening, his sub'
ject being ‘‘Ramblesin Japan.”
— Rev. F. A. Wilber, erf Walnut Hills, a
suburb of Cincinnati, has accepted the call
to the pastorale of the Presbyterian church,
this city, and occupied the pulpit last Sun
day.
— If the Democrats of Mt. Vernon and of
Clinton township intend making nomina
tions for the Spring election, isn’t it about
time f°r them to make a movement in that
direction ?
— Mr. C. C’regmile, who has long been
known to the dry goods trade in Delaware,
has accepted the j»osition of steward at Ken
yon College, Gambier, O., and will remove
his family to that place.
— Mr. Janies Crowther, Sr., the oldest in
habitant of Coshocton county, celebrated
his 101st birthday last week. He was born
in Virginia in 1787, was a soldier in the war
of 1812. He never had a law suit in his life.
— Mr. W. R. Hogue, of this city, was on
Friday awarded a pension of $5,fXX). Mr.
Hogue enlisted in the 76th O. V. I. when
only 13 years old, and claims to be one of
the youngest soldiers who saw service in
Ohio.
— The members of the Holmes county
Board of Pension Examiners recently estab
lished at Millersburg are as follows: Dr. P.
P. Pomerene, of Berlin, Dr. J. C. Elder, of
Nashville, and Dr. D. 8. Olmstead, of that
place.
— Mr. John Matur, a farmer residing a
number of miles east of Mt. Gilead, had his
barn destroyed by fire. Mr. Matur had $200
insurance on his stock quartered in the
stable and $400 on the building. He lost
seven horses and four cows.
— The alarm of fire Monday noon was
caused by a small blaze at the home of
County Clerl; Hugh Neal in the Bojie bloci,
east Front street. The damage was slight
and the flames were extinguished without
the aid of the fire department.
— The people of Newark and of Licking
county seem to be thoroughly aroused as
to the necessity of having a new and more
secure jail. The old rookery has been of such
little account that almost any person, with
a good jack-knife could work his way out.
— The Johnstown, Licking county men,
who were swindled by the wholesale by vil
lainous patent-right sharks, have subscrib
ed $1000, to prosecute the men who obtain
ed their cash and hold their notes. This
is the old story ot locking the stable after
the horse is stolen.
— A dispatch was received here Monday
stating that two children of Marion Tea
garden, at Fort Wayne, had died from black
diptheria the day before, and two more
children are not expected to live from the
same disease. Mrs. Harvey Jackson, mother
of Mrs. Teagarden, went to Ft. Wayne,
Monday.
— Messrs. F. D. Sturges and I’. B. Chase
circulated a subscription paper among busi
ness men last week and received enough
pledges to warrant the hiring of a special
policeman in the person of Mike O’Brien
to patrol Main street from the Public
Square to Gambier and also Plum and
Blackberry alleys. His salary will be $40
per month and he entered upon his duties
Monday n ight.
— A dispatch from Millersburg, March,
5, says: “Thecouncil have contracted with
the American Electric Light company for
twenty lights on their streets, the price be
ing seventy-five dollars per light a year.
The plant will be in order inside of sixty
days.” We think when li.tle Millersburg
can afford to have an electric light plant,
Mt. Vernon should not hold back in the
matter for a single day.
— A stock company has been formed here
to purchase as good a draft horse as can be
found in the United States or Canada, for
breeding purposes. A Clydesdale, Norman
or Shire, will be selected. The company to
date areas follows: Dan Struble, U. A. Cover
C. Hosack, B. McNutt, F. E. Baughman,
Irvine & Simmons, P. W. Plummer, C. W.
Lyon, L. Cassell, David Rineliart, W. II.
Boyd, M. K. Potter.— Fredericktown Free
Prett.
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ItuiaiMey Caae Decides! in
Favor of the City.
Thursday’s Columbus papers contained
the Supreme Court decisions, among others
being that of the city of Mt. Vernon against
James W. Rumsey, wherein the judgment
of the Circuit Court was reversed and that of
theCommon Pleas atlirmed. It will be re
membered that Rumsey, while walking
along Vine street, near the old post office
about eight years ago, was run into and
knocked down by a sled load of boys who
were coasting on the sidewalk. Besides con
fining him to his bed for a long time, Rum
sey claimed that by reason of the shock to
his system he was rendered deaf. He sued
the city for $10,000. The trial of the case
before Common Pleas resulted in a verdict
fo: the city, which was reversed by the CircuitCourt. The Supreme Court Judges cite
the case of Robinson vs. Greenville, who
was shot during a celebration and commen
ced suit holding the city liable for permit
ting shooting on the street.

Permit!* to Teach.
At the last meeting of the County Board
of Examiners certificates were issued to
teachers as follows:
For three years—Fannie E. Fobes.
For two years—Flora MeCasky and I^iura
Bowman.
For one year—II. II. DeWitt, T. L. Gil
fowl, W. D. Gamble, Wm. Magill. Oscar
Rice, Samuel Wright, Edith Beane, I.izzie
MeCasky, Laura Moody, Igiura Mortley,
Bertie Shrimplin, Jessie Vincent and Maria
Wiggins._________________

Sudden Death from Heart Diaease.
Mrs. Mary Ann Garrqd, wife of William
Garrod, a well Inown English laborer, died
suddenly Saturday night from organic dis
ease of the heart. Coroner Bunn was sum
moned and held an inquest. Deceased was
68 years of age, a native of England and
came to this country some twenty years ago.
She reared a family of fourteen children
The funeral occurred Tuesday afternoon.

THE OTHER SIDE.

The following letter, written by Mr. J. B.
Copper, the traveling passenger agent of the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company, ad
dressed to J. S. Fairchild, the agent of that
company in Mt. Vernon, has been left with
us by the latter gentleman with a request
that it will be publisned in the Banner, as
a statement of the other side of the ques
tion. It will be seen that Mr. Copper as
sumes all the responsibility of “putting up
a job” on Mr. Stoeckle, and confesses that
he used an innocent party, ignorant of his
purpose (Mr. C. H. Wilkinson) to carry his
scheme into operation. We are clearly of
the opinion, and such is the judgment of
our entire community, that Mr. Stoeckle
acted honestly and in good faith in this
transaction, and was the victim of a piece
of trickery that was anything but credit
able:
Tiffin, O., March 5, 1888.
J. S. Fairchild. Esq., Agent, B. & 0. R’Y.,
Mt. Vernon, O.
Dear sir:—My attention has been called to
several newspaper articles bearing upon the
matter of the dismissal of Mr. Stoeckle as
agent of the C., A. & C., at Mt. Vernon. I
see by an article in the Mt. Vernon Banner
and also by an editorial in the Mt. Vernon
Republican that considerable misunder
standing relative to the matter exists, and
that Mr. C. II. Wilkinson is being blamed
for bis complicity in what Mr. Stoeckle
terms a scheme to get him removed from
his position.
In the first place, I desite to as publicly
as possible exonerate Mr. Wilkinson from
all blame, if any blame can possibly exist
in this case, and assume the responsibility
of the whole affair myself. Mr. Wilkinson
only acted upon my request, and had no
knowledge whatever of the purpose I had
in view in requesting him to purchase the
California ticket of Mr. Stoeckle, and can
therefore be in no wise subject to censure.
He simply complied with a request made
by me, in order, as he thought, to acconNnodate me, and I would ask Mr. Mr. Stoeckle
and the public to transfer their blame and
criticisms from Mr. Wilkinson to myself.
But the simple truth is, that no one is to
blame for Mr. Stoeckle losing his position
but himself. I admit that I sought out the
means to secure the information that di
rectly caused Ins removal, but that in so
doing I had no thought of Mr. S. or what
would be the consequences so far as he wuS
concerned. I only acted in deference to an
understanding and binding agreement be
tween the B. AO. and C., A. & C., and C. P.
Association, and did no more than any
other traveling passenger agent would have
done, and if Mr. Stoeckle was caught vio
lating the an agreement against the especial
orders of his superior officers, he certainly
could expect no less than dismissal. If Mr.
Stoeckle did only what was right in his
capacity as ticket agent for the (’., A. & (’.,
R’y., then certainly he should not have
been discharged, but the fact that he was
discharged is proof conclusive that he had
exceeded his authority and committed a
a breach of trust that his company could
not overlook.
So far as I am concerned, I repeat that I
was perfectly justified in doing as I did, or
even to have gone much farther in the dis
charge of my duty, and that my action was
alike a protection to the B. AO., and the
C., A. A C , and all roads operating under
the agreement that Mr. Stoeckle sought to
violate, and I regret exceedingly that he has
allowed himself to get into a trap of this
kind.
Yours truly,
F. P. Copper,
T. P. A., B. A O. It. It.

PERSONAL POINTS.
Mr. Albert Uphold was at Springfield last
week.
Miss Cora IL Jackson was herefrom New
ark over Sunday.
Miss Bertha Shrimplin has gone to
Peroria, Ill., to visit friends.
Mrs. John Scarbrough, of Newark, was the
guest of friends in this city last week.
Mr. Herman Holmes of the L. A N. rail
road was a caller at this office Thursday.
Mrs. E. C. Janes, of Akron, was the guest
of Mrs. E. Miller, several days last week.
Judge Waldo Taylor, of Newark, was up
on legal business yesterday, and called upon
the Banner.
Mr. Richard Johnson left for Pasadena,
Califorina, on Monday, where he expects to
remain for some time.
Judges Follet, Jenner and Albaugh, of
this Judicial Circuit, paid their respects to
the Banner on Tuesday.
C. W. McKee, County Auditor, was in
Pike county this week, called thither by the
serious illness of his father.
Mrs. Ed. Miller, of Newark, accompanied
by her little son, was the guest of Mrs. IT. 0
Stevens during the past week.
Hon. Jerome Buckingham, the probable
Republican nominee for Judge in this dis
trict, was in the city on Monday.
Mrs. M. 1). Leach, after a pleasant visit
with her nephew, Mr. Joseph G. Taft, left on
Monday for her home in Westboro, Mass.
Rev. George Musson returned last week
from a visit to the Southern j>ortion of the
State and occupied his pulpit on Sunday.
James E. Lawhead. Esq , of Newark, can
didate for Common Pleas Judge, was in the
city on Wednesday, and made the Banner a
a call,
Mrs. John Meredith, an attendant nt the
Central Insane Asylum, Columbus, was the
guest of Mrs. Robert Blythe several days
last week.
Mr. J. M. McDonald of the Bridge Works,
who has been in Pittsburgh and other
points in the interest of the company, return
ed home Monday.
Rev. A. W. Mann, of Gambier, has been
appointed delegate to the National Confer
ence of Superintendents of Deaf-Mute
schools, which will he held at Jackson, Miss.,
in April.
Mr. and Mrs. Killian Winne and Mrs. E.
C. Vorc, of Chicago, after a delightful visit
with Mt. Vernon friends and relatives, te
turned home on Saturday.

AT THE PISTOL S I’OJYl.
An Aggreivcd Husband Tries
to Shoot a ’Bus Driver.
A Sensational Episode at the
A. A C, Depot,—Statement of
the Parties Coueerned in
the Affair.

Travelers and others who were at the C.,
A. A C. depot, Saturday afternoon, were
witnesses to a sensational episode that might
have terminated in a tragedy, but for the
timely interference of by-stamlers. Mr. J
J. Phiper, who attends all trains for L. G.
Hunt A Co., was standing on the platform
looking for passengers, when he was ap
proached by a party named Levi Dove, who
resides near Utica. He was accompanied by
a woman and turning to her said:
“Is this the man.*’
The woman replied yes, when ,I)ovc
produced a revolver and pointing it at
Phifer, demanded that he get down upon
his knees and offer an apology to the wo
man for an alleged insult. Phifer’s eyes
bulged out and in a most emphatic manner
he denied knowledge of the charge. While
the weapon was pointed at Phifer’s breast,
a traveling man named J. B. Hicks, of 158
Williams street, New York, reached for and
secured it. Phifer went to the telephone in
the ticket office and summoned a police
man, when officer Weaver responded. He
placed Dove under arrest, and a search for
the revolver revealed its presence in a va
lise. He was taken before the Mayor, when he
waived examination and was bound over to
court in the sum of $300, for carrying con
cealed weapons. Hon. W. M. Koons be
coming surety for his appearance.
Mr. Phifer was called on for his version of
the affair on Monday, and said: “I never
saw the parties before, eitheV man or wo
man, to my recollection, and was greatly
surprised at the action of the man Dove.
My recollection of the incident referred to
is that about one year ogo, a heavy-set wo
man with two children got into my ’bus
and asked to be taken to the home of a Mr.
Dove in the Fifth Ward. I did not know
where the family resided and I told the wo
man that I would drive to the office of
the transfer line and that some of our men
would know. This I did, and a young
man in our employ named Peoples, took
the passengers to their destination. Nothing
was said to her of an improper nature, and
I had entirely forgotten the incident that
led to the trouble at the depot.”
The article to the Slate Journal, referring
to Mr. Phifer as a former minister of the M.
E. church, who was deposed for undue fa
miliarity with women of his flock, was re
ferred to, and Mr. Phifer denied the state
ment in toto. He said that such a charge
had been made against him, hut that the
proceedings of the conference would exon
erate him entirely. He threatened to com
mence suit for damages against the news
paper and its correspondent, but doubted
whether he could obtain damages.
Mr. Dove states that Phifer, at the time
indicated, asked Mrs. Dove to go to his
room, when she spurned the invitation, but
did not inform her husband of the occur
rence until recently. The affair created no
little amount of talk and was the subject of
street conversation for several days.
The Dove-Phifer affair was compromised
Monday afternoon, it being understood that
Dove withdrew the clfarge and exonorated
Phifer from insulting his wife, and that the
charge against Dove for carrying concealed
weapons will be dropped.
RAILROAD NOTES.

RECENT DEATHS.
JOHN MCFADDEN.

The above well-known citizen of East
High street, died Monday evening at about
8 o’clock from an attack of pneumonia and
heart trouble, after an illness of but one
week’s duration. Deceased was a son of
Henry McFadden, and was born in Mt.
Vernon in 1830. In February 1855 he was
united in marriage to Miss Isabella Rine
hart, daughter of Adam Rinehart, by which
union there were four children—two daugh
ters, Callie and Mattie and two sons, Frank
and Harvy. Frank being at present a resi
dent of Pasadena, California. Deceased was
a plasterer by trade and was well and favor
ably known by most of our citizens, as an
honest and upright .-cntleman. and well
filed by all who /new liim. He was a
prominent Mason and Odd Fellow, and his
funeral which will occur this afternoon, will
be conducted under the auspices of both
societies. The services will he under the
direction of Rev. Mr. Williams of the Bap
tist church. Mr. McFadden carried $2,000
insurance in the Odd Fellows company and
$1,000 in an eastern company.
MRS. ELIZABETH STONE

died at the residence’of tier son, Mr. Dan
Stone, agent of the United States Express
Company, North Main street, on Sunday
last. March 4th, in the 73d year of her age.
The deceased, whose maiden name was
Elizabeth Fairchild, came to Mt. Vernon in
1835, where she has ever si-ce resided, great
ly respected by all who knew her. Her
husband, Dan Stone, who was a practical
printer, published the first whig paper is
sued in Mt. Vernon in 183G, and wassucceeded by A. Banning Norton. The funeral of
Mrs. Stone took place on Tuesday.

K. <’. T. A Meetings.
The Knox County Teachers’ Association
held its second quarterly meeting in this
city on Saturday last. The attendance was
small, but the exercises were varied and in
teresting. The meeting was opened with
the usual devotional exercises, which were
conducted by Mr. D. W. Stahl, of North
Liberty. Minutes of the previous meeting
having been read and approved, the exer
cises were commenced by Mr. Lee Lybarger,
who spoke on the subject of “Arithmetic.”
He dwelt upon the necessity of thorough
early training in both reasoning and com
putation in numbers, giving psychological
principles in proof of iris theories.
The afternoon meeting was opened by
Mr. D. W. Stahl with a talk upon "Some
Things About Schools.” He spoke of the
disadvantage under which country schools
labor in consequence of their imperfect
primary training and lack of thoroughness
in all grades. A short discussion followed,
after which Mr. Adams, of Gambier, read a
paper upon “The Puritans.” After a brief
discussion of this paper the institute adjourn
ed until the Annual Institute in August.
The Fifth Section, K. C. T. A.. will meet
one mile east of Centreburg at Woodland
Hall, Saturday, March 10, at 9 a. m.
PROGRAM.

Fannie Fobes—Talks with Little Folks.
Leslie Reynolds—Annual Interest.
J. I). Simkins—The Use of Grammar.
W. W. Long - Corporal Punishment.
Ellis Rinehart—Literary Work
NOON.

Madge Halley—Writing.
J. E. Litzenbnrg—Flora and Fauna.
B. F. Morris—Ohio.
C’. E. CochranJames Bryans—
E W. Hartsock—Picking up the Crumbs.
W. B Pelter—Talk with the Parents.
All going to Centreburg on the train will
find conveyance waiting for them.

The next meeting of the Third Division
of the K. C. T. A., will meet at the Pumphrey school in Harrison township, on Satturday, March 17th. The following persons
will take {»rt in the exercises:
H. L. Green, subject, “Care.” Messrs. C.
L. Adrain, L. B. Houck, R. L. Jones, D. C
Robinson ami Wm. Mossholder. The last
five have not furnished the title of their
subjects, but will assert that they will be in
teresting ones and well discussed. Meeting
will begin at ten o’clock a. in. Let all the
teachers of the district attend, and we
especially invite those teachers outside the
district to meet with us. Let us have an at
tendance of at least two hundred.
S. J. Webb, President.

Work on Hie Illaek Diamond
W ill Commence in Nay.
The following items of railroad news ap
peared in the Zanesville Signal of Monday:
“Col. Boone says that he will be out sure
Tuesday, prepar'd to take up the reins of
the Black Diamond and says there will be
some pushing on the lines done as soon as
the weather will allow ”
“Col. E. J. Brooks, one of the Black Dia
mond contractors, goeseast to-day at noon.
He reports that active operations toward
actual construction on the Z , Mt V. A M.
will not commence much before May first,
A Plea (’or School .'Harms,
but that in the meantime all preliminary
There is one restriction placed on the
work to get the line ready for construction
scli'xd teachers of this State, says the Upper
will be done.”
A petition is in circulation and being Sandusky Uuion, that should be removed in
numerously signed, asking for the reinstate the interest of the adrocates of matrimony.
ment of Mr. J. F. Stoeckle, the deposed They are forbidden to wed while in the ser
agent of the C., A. A C. railroad at this vice of the municipality, and there is no
point, the particulars of which were pub more prolific cause for old maids than this
same provision. Take for instance a young
lished in the last issue of the Banner.
The four new passenger coaches for the C., and lovely girl, perhaps still in her teens,
A.-A C. arrived here Friday and were put who has risen to the dignity and emolu
into service this week. They are the finest ments of a full blown school inarm. Pos
sessed of a good income, she is not moved
on the road.
The Coshocton Age has the following con by a natural incentive to go forth into the
cerning the Cannon Ball line: Mr A. B. world and seek a life protector—some one
Paul passed through Coshocton on his way who shall provide her with food and
home Friday. To a friend he said that the raiment; some one to love her, and be loved
Gannon Ball matters are taking a boom in return with the great overmastering love
since the vote taken by Wheeling on the that made Juliet’s hair kink and curl with
new bridge. When the South Pennsyl the fire of ecstacy.
Many young men would like to lead her
vania takes a boom the Cannon Ball does
the same, as one depends to a certain ex to the altar of Hymen, but she is timorous.
tent on the other. The South Pennsylvania She is fearful of engaging in the delights of
courtship, and in a measure has become at
is now considered an assured fact.
The following special from Mt. Gilead ap tached to the life of freedom she leads, and
peared in the State Journal, Tuesday: The the young men have no chance, That pro
Bli|£k Diamond railroad, it appears, is an vision about not marrying while in the ser
assured thing. The road, according to the vice is also a sinister drawback. Perhaps
provisions of the subscription notes, is to be the young lady engages the affections of a
built this year and nil that is apparently poor but honest young man, and that their
necessary now is the assurance of a small joint income would enable them to join
amount of good negotiable paper with issues. It does not matter; there is no
which to buy a limited amount of right of hope for them, and they must wait, and
way through this county. The road is, as is waiting not only make one’s cardiac appa
probably known to the public, to connect ratus sick, but sometimes brings about
Zanesville and Marion as principal points. separation.
The teacher with independent ideas be
Col. Hawkins of Zanesville was here until
comes absorbed in her duties; the days run
to-day ns one of the leading enthusers.
into months, and the months into years, in
The IJ A 0. folks are preparing to put in the work of teaching the young idea how
a water hydrant near their track, about one to go gunning, and some fine morning
hundred feet north of High street, which the school inarm wakes up to find wrinkles
on her once fair face; that her locks are be
will obviate that thoroughfare being block coming grizzly, and that her form has
Four New M. D’s.
aded by south hound trains, which hitherto shrunken from its once well-rounded pro
Starling Medical College, Columbus, will took water nt the depot hydrant.
portions. She has become an old maid, and
to-morrow night at the Metropolitan 0|>eia
is doometl to a life of solitary servitude in
the world of hooks. Verily, the non-mar
House, graduate a class of thirty-live stu
provision is most reprehensible. Give
dents. Prominent among the number will t'ouflriiiuliou Service’s at Gam riage
the school marms a chance. Marrying will
bier and Oilier .Notes.
be four young gentlemen from this city—
not make them worse teachers, and it may
Messrs. H. G. Boynton, James II. Moniger,
A special from Gambier on Monday, con make them more helpful wives.
J. W. Russell and E. J. Hyatt. They were tained the following items of interest:
Plenty ol* Candidates.
all students in the office of Dr. J. E. Rus
Bishop Bedell visited Harcourt parish
The Republicans of Mt. Vernon will hold
sell and have been reading medicine for yesterday and confirmed a class of twentyover four years. Starling College gives a th|-ee or four, fifteen being from Kenyon their primary meetings on Tuesday evening
grade to honor men and a remarkable fact is College and Kenyon Military Academy, next, March 13th, to nominate candidates
that all of the above named gentlemen arc one or two from Harcourt place and tho for the various offices to be filled at the
among the list, something that Mt. Vernon rest from the parish. The candidates were April election.
For Mayor there are four Richmonds in
may well he proud of. The annual address presented by Rev. Dr. James. Dr. James
before the graduating class will he delivered preached two sermons yesterday that were the field, viz: R. T. Balcom, Wm. B. Brown’
by Right Rev. Bishop Watterson, of the especially strong, both for their appropri (thb present incumbent), C. T. Ensminger
Catholic church, it being the first appear ateness to the occasion and also the earnest and E. E. Cunningham.
For City Solicitor, thecamlidates announ
ance of the reverend gentleman before a and eloquent manner of the preacher.
ced are Chas. F. Colville and David F. Ew
similar assemblage.
Both were extempore and this gave them
-additional strength. The Bishop and Mrs ingFrank L. Fairchild and Albert D. Bunn
Assignment of J. W. F. Singer. Bedell leave for Cleveland Wednesday and
are candidates for Board of Education.
expect
to
sail
for
Havre
the
last
of
April,
The community was somewhat surprised
For Just ice of the Peace, six patriots are
to learn last Thursday that Mr. J. W. F. and thence to the Swiss baths at Baden.
in the field, viz: Thomas Trick, T. F. Cole,
Mrs. C, S. Walkley, who has been down
Singer, the well-known merchant tailor, had
Charles McManis, Frank C. Watson, Harri
made an assignment for the benefit of his with the measles, is able to be out again. son Atwood and W. H. Fink.
creditors to J. D. Critchfield. The liabilities Miss Andrews, principal of Harcourt Place,
For Trustees for the various Wards there
are placed at $1,800, and the assets about has also been ill with the measles.
is a full supply of candidates in the field.
Colonel and Mrs. Wilson, of Middletown,
$3,000. Mr. Critchfield gave bond in the sum
The contest is an animated one.
of $1,000 with Dr. Gordon and Richard sja-nt Sunday on the hill visiting their
West as sureties. Messvs. W. C. Sapp, sons.
The Public Schools.
Rev. Dr. Kendrick of Southern Ohio has
Isaac Rosenthall and A. lt.Sipc were select
Superintendent Shawan makes the follow
ed to appraise the stock and completed their concluded a visit here.
ing report of the Public Schools for the
work Saturday evening. The cause of the
month ending February 27,1888:
failure is attributed to Mr. Singer’s largeness
Burglar}' at Martinsburg.
Total enrollment ..................................... 1168
of heart in carrying upon his books many
A special from Newark on Monday says: Monthly enrollment................................. 1019
young men who failed to meet their obliga Burglaries continue without any apparent Average dairly attendance...................... 902
Cases of tardiness...................................... 34
tions. Mrs. Singer refused to take advantage cessation in this and adjoining counties. Neither absent nor tardy.......................... 415
of the homestead law and all their means Out of the twenty-live or more committed Visits from Board of Education.............. 22
will g« towards liquidating the debts against in this county within eighteen months not Visitors....................................................... 42
The following teachers had no cases of
the concern. Mr. Singer has the sympathy one (lersoii guilty of the crime has been dis
of the community and the sincere wish that covered. The officers are unable to get a tardiness during the month: Miss Fordney;
he will be able to resume business again at clue and the people are left in total darkness Miss Mead, MissSmith, Miss Masteller and
an early day.
as to who perpetrate the crimes. The mys Miss Hanna. Miss Fordney had an attend
tery deepens as the work of these criminals ance of 96 percent, on the monthly enroll
Letter List.
increases. There is not a village in the ment.
The following unclaimed letters remain county that has not been visited by these
Washington Excursion.
in the postoffice, at Mt. Vernon, Saturday, desperadoes and the citizens have no protec
Another select excursion to Washington
March 8, 1888:
tion whatever. The latest job is reported City and .Baltimore will be run by the Bal
Armstrong Stock Farm, Braddock A Wil from Martinsburg, a small place eighteen timore and Ohio Railroad, on Thursday,
cox, Ed. A. Braden, Mary E. Bricker, Mrs. miles northeast of this city and just over the March 15th, at rate $8.00 for the round trip
Caroline Bricker, R. H. Beahout, T. J. Cole, Licaing and Knox county line. The gen from Benwood, Wheeling and Parkersburg.
Berty Higgins, B. F. Haire, Mary Keller, eral storjof William Tilton A Co. was en Tickets w ill be sold at the three points
named for both morning and evening trains
Miss Annie Bell McMannls, Miss Hattie tered ami money and goods of considerable of that day, and they will be good for re
McFarland, It. J. Moffit, Joseph Rail, L. A. value stolen. Entrance was gained through turn passage until Saturday, March 25th.
Rush, Mrs. MargausSynder, I. E. Simkins, a bad window. The robbers were traced Sleeping cars on all trains.
This is a fine opportunity to visit Wash
A. M. Scarbrough, J. F. Taylor and Mrs. several miles, when all trace was lost. ington
during the session of Congress and
Hattie Wilson.
see the C£ ital Ci»y at its best.
Some fly wort' is needed.

(HIT (HAT.
Timely Talks on Various Top
ics of Local Interest.
Personal and Impersonal 3Ieution, Containing Valuable
Hints and Suggestions.

AT TISE COURT MOUSE.

0KI>KK SOME OF 01R

FAMOUS

COMMON PLEAS—NEW CASES.
Ebenezer Lee vs. Wm. Turvey; suit in at
tachment; amount claimed $146.
E{diraim Wineland vs. Clement McDonold; appeal from Justice Kirkpatrick's
judgment.
W. E. Edwards vs. James G. Itock; suit
in foreclosure: amount claimed $901.
H. G. Seiler & Co. vs. Patterson & Winterbotliam; appeal in replevin; transcript
and bond filed from ’Squire Barker’s court.
Joseph Watson vs. Jerome Rowley; on
cognovit, amount of note $505 22.

(w;RNER-Wt’RST.)

J. S. BRADDOCK’S

ESTATE
E REAL
COLUMM

Its pure ingredients and delicate ALL KINDM OF REAL ESTATE
seasoning render it the most delicious
BOUGHT, MOLD ANO EX
Sausage offered to the public, at

The newest joke of the day is for one man
to ask another “Have you seen the new coin
—the one and three eights?” Of course the
answer is “No,” whereupon the propounder
of the question produces a new live cent
nickel anti points to the date—1888, which
Opposite the Post-office.
PROBATE COURT NEWS.
is the “one and three .eights ’and the point
Final account filed by II. II. Greer, exec
of the joke.
utor of Henry Pratt.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Deed of assignment filed by J.W. F. Sing
The “fishing” sociable Is just coming in
PICKLED AND SPICED
to style and is quite a novelty. The ladies er to J. D. Critchfield.
Will
of
Michael
Higgins
filed
tor
probate;
occupy one room and the other—which is
supposed to represent a fishing pond—is oc order to give notice and hearing March 7th,
cupied by the gentlemen, each of whom has 1888.
N. H. Tilton appointed Admr. of Wm.
TRIPE,
a string tied to his right hand. These strings
Tilton; bond $14,000; bail Chas. Murray, J.
are passed over the transom and tied to a
PORE,
BEEF AND
chair. Each lady selects a string, and who W. Painter and J. N. Freese; appraisers
Chas. Murray, A. N. Kidwell and, Ross
This powder never varies. A marvel of
ever happens to be on the end of it is to be
Horn. Application filed by N. H. Titton as purity, strength and wholesomeness. More
entertained by her during the evening.
economical
than the fordinury kinds, and
surviving partner of Wm. Tilton, for in
»»*
he sold in competition with the mul
ventory and appraisement of partnership cannot
titude of low test, snort weight alum or
Section 7027, laws of Ohio, fix as a fine of
assets.
phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
$20 as the penalty for using any obscene or
George Hammond appointed guardian of Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall street,
licentious words in the presence or hearing
(Prepared) ready for use.
6oct87’lv
Francis E. Barker, etai.; bond $300; bail New York.
of any female. Section 7931, fixes a fine of
John Ponting and J. W. Bradlield.
one dollar on whoever, over 14 years, pur
RETAIL FLOUR MARKETS.
Final account filed by Wm. McClelland,
posely curses or swears bj’ the name of God,
IN BULK.
Admr. of John M. Martin.
WHEAT, — 83 CENTS.
Jesus Christ or the Holy Ghost. Advance
Final account filed by John S. McCamCorrected every Wednesday by the North
Thought suggests that while the law is
CREAM PRETZELS,
ment, guardian of L. W. Hayes.
western Mill and Elevator Co., Proprietors
good, it shows thut in Ohio women are held
Inventory and appraisement filed by W. of Kokosing Mills, West Sugar street.
twenty times higher than God in public
i bbl.
M. Murphy, executor of Cyrus Starkey; Taylor’sKokosing Patent.... $1 30
estimation.
“
“
"
...... 65
A “
election of widow to take under the will.
B” 4
....... 1 25
“
Blood Pudding. Liver Pudding,
*
«
Application filed by John K. Haiden,
“
........ 65
A ”
A hot contest is being waged in the Fourth
TOXCiUK SAUSAOE,
....... 1 20
i “
Ward for the Republican nomination for Admr. of Andrew Trimmer, for order to Choice Fanrih
“
“ ‘.......................... 60
A “
erect
monument,
the
cost
not
to
exceed
$500,
Conncilmati. The veteran trustee Silas
Amber........................................ l 10
j “
Cole, is a candidate for re-election and is and same granted.
“ ......................................... 55
A “
(FRESH.)
Petition to sell land by Wm. M. Koons,
opposed by Smith Barrett, who is making
The Trade supplied at usual discount.
executor
of
James
Ryan.
Orders
can
be
left
with
local
dealers,
at
the fight as the champion of the Gas Com
The City of Mt. Vernon vs. Thos. Durbin; theMill.or by postal, will be promptly
pany. In such a contest Cole should heat
(READY FOR USE.)
appropriation
of property to open McKenzie filled.
ffiim two to one.
street.
The
following
persons
were
drawn
•
LOCAL NOTICES.
The ticket to be voted at the coming fall as Jurors: Isaac Critchfield, Benj. Grant, C
election will be a very lengthy one, and the J. Stoeckle, A. B. Tarr. Wm. Gordon, Hen
The Assignee's stock of Groceries, at
(CHIPPED OR WHOLE.)
returns will come in slowly. The ticket ry Horton, Johnson Sims, John Body, John the T. B. Mead stand, is now being
closed
out
at
appraised
value.
Coun

R.
Poland,
Allen
Davidson,
Isaac
D.
Sevwill contain thirty-four names, as follows:—
try produce received while stock is be
President, Vice President, Twenty-three ems and John Heidy.
Declaration to become a citizen of the ing sold.
Presidential Electors, Secretary of State,
CHALLENGE BRAND,
Supreme Judge, Member of Congress, Mem United States by Woodford Thomas.
Where can I buy the best drugs and Thick, Thin, Round, Garlic or in
Application filed by H. H. Workman for druggist’s sundries? At Beardslee’s Drug
ber Board of Public Works, Prosecuting At
•
Cloth.
torney, Recorder, County Commissioner and commitment of Mary B. DeWitt to Indus Store.
Infirmary Director. This makes one of the trial School for Girls; hearing March 12.
Apollinaris, Salutaris and
IT ^WILL PAY YOU
Application filed for the appointment of
longest tickets ever voted in Ohio. In town
Waukesha Water,
TO
GO
TO
ships and wards where from 400 to GOO bal guardian of minor children of Frank Collots are cast the returns will not come in gin.
Sachs, Kirkpatrick & Co.’s
Petition to sell land filed by Ewing Sims,
until the next day.
GINGER ALE,
FOR GENUINE
♦«*
executor of Anthony Blackburn.
ROGERS
&
BROS.
SPOONS,
A very neat swindle is the torn check
Petition to sell land filed by Henry Book
MINERAL WATERS. ANY
KNIVES AND FORKS.
scheme which is now being successfully man, Admr. of Christian Fisher.
FLAVOR, &c.
worked in some quarters. The swindler
Do not buy Imitation of Superior
Also by L. B. Ackerman, executor of E.
Goods, when you can GET THE GEN We carry a Selected Line of CHOICE
obtains from a depositor in a bank a small W. Ball; same confirmed.
UINE at prices we will make. No DELICACIES, in Bottles, Jars and
check. Then he takes a blank check exactly
charge for engraving.
Cans. We have the best and only
like the filled one and lays the two, one up
MARRIAGE LICENSE S.
on the other, so that the edges are exactly
Wm. G. Miller and Carrie Harry.
FIRST-CLASS
T 0131353 S,
even. Both cheeks are torn irregularly
T. B Phillips and It. A. Grubb"
Gold, Silver and Filled—all the most
Charles Pipes and Ella Wooltson.
mi
across and in such a manner that the signa
desirable movements kept in stock.
Geo. E. Wilhelm and Della M. Parish.
ture upon the tilled check ai>pears on one
Franklin Roseborough and Ella DeWitt. Prices from $6 upwards. Give us a call.
piece and the amount and payee on the
W. L. Wolfe and Hattie E. Fawcett.
Many Special Bargains on Desirable
In Mt. Vernon, ladened down with
other. The checks have been held together
Goods, which we wish to close.
while being torn, and one piece of the blank
A full line of Pocket Cut tlery, Razors, inviting goods that are sure to tempt
Going; for the Land Sharks.
the inner man.
If you have any a
with the name of the payee and the amount
Senator Adams is after the land-sharks. and Scissors.
NO. 1
to suit himself, takes it with the piece of During the intense excitement last year
Now in Season.
the genuine containing the signature to the over the natural gas and real estate boom in
Blank Books, Bill Files and all the
bank and explains that the check was acci Northwestern Ohio a numberof land-sharks
dentally torn. The teller, finding that the floated into these new seus in the hope of appurtenances for a business man’s
olfice. Some special bargains in Books,
pieces fit exactly, naturally concludes that getting well baited. Many of them took Pictures and Frames, Family and Either Alive or Dressed, get our
they are parts of the same check, and will leases on immense tracts of land, wh ich Teachers’ Bibles, Prayer Books and prices BEFORE YOU SELL, We
cash it unless he happens to susi»ect fraud. they never improved or even touched. This Hymnals. Catholic Prayer Books. All do not under any circumstances, sell,
furnish or deliver intoxicating liquors
»«*
land, comprising thousands and thousands at very low prices.
in our OYSTER and LUNCH DE
There is a prospect of a rather novel meet of acres, is weighed down by the leases and
F. F. Ward,
Cor. Main and Vine streets. PARTMENT. Sole Agents for the
ing at the Ohio Penitentiary, in the near can not be sold or even leased, while many
(Lion Brand )Sugar Cured Meats and
futuie. One of the life prisoners, named of the lease-holders have left the vicinity,
A line of paints atcost nt Beardslee’s.
Washburn, has asked that all the life pris and their whereabouts being unknown, no Call soon, before the supply is exhaust the celebrated (Challenge) Sausages.
Open till 12 p. in. Sundays till 9 p.
oners be called together, some evening, fora lease can be canceled until its expiration. ed.
m. Telephone No. 50.
number of purposes. Washburn advanced a It will he remembered that one smart indi
Farmers, call and get your summer
number of reasons for the meeting. The life vidual netted some thousands of dollars at
prisoners are, of course, not eligible to Findlay by gathering up these leases and supply of tobacco, cheap, at the As
signee’s sale of groceries. Mead’s old
parole, and cannot draw pay for overwork. selling them back to the farmers for a few stand.
dollars apiece. Senator Adams’ bill pro
They have none of the advantages offered vides that suit may be brought to cancel
Ladies and Gentlemen, straighten up
to other prisoners as an inducement for these leases, when the assignment of them
good conduct. Washburn thought men of has not been recorded. In such cases, the —get a pair of shoulder braces at
provides it will be necessary to make Beardslee’s.
his class should have some privilege not bill
defendant only the lessee, unless an assign
given to the other prisoners, as they have ment has been entered, or a person claim
Elegant odors in Perfumery, Fine
nothing to look forward to. Warden Coffin ing under such a lease is in possession, or Dressing Combs and Brushes, Sponges,
stated that he thought he would grant the such claim and the person making it are and Toilet Articles, at Beardslee’s.
known to the plaintiff.
request, and call the men together in the
The bill posseses local interest from the
Bargains at the Assignee’s sale,
Catholic library some evening. There are fact that Richland county parties have ob
Mead’s old stand. Full line of grocery
about one hundred and fifty of the life men tained leases to several thousand acres of stock.
4t
in the prison, including Zacli Hibbitts, of land in the Eastern i>ortion of Knox county.
(SWEET CIDER
this county, and the Warden said he was
ILLIAM D. ROBINSON,
Excursion to Newark
The PURE JUICE of SOUND,
curious to see what kind of a crowd it
St. Patrick's Day, March 17, via the B. & O.
RIPE and CLEAN HAND-PICK
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
would be.
Road. Special excursion train will leave
ED APPLES. Not intoxicating and
*.♦
Mt. Vernon at 8:55 a. m. Fare for the round KIRK BUILDING, - PUBLIC SQUARE,
‘Did you ever see him?” asked a business trip, fifty cents. Grand celebration of St.
will
not disarrange the stomach, and
MT. VERNON. OHIO.
man of the man of the Banner the other Patrick’s Day under the auspices of the 3mar88Ty*
warranted to keep sweet for fully five
Ancient Order of Hibernians.
day.
years, if kept in a cool place.
“See whom?”
NOTICE.
“Why the tnaa who won’t go. He is a
Persons knowing themselves indebted
nuisance. This morning he came into my
This will be the last opportunity you
office apparently in a great hurry. I asked to me, either by book account or note,
will have to lay in your Spring and
will
please
call
and
settle
same,
as
our
him to sit down, but he said no he was in a
firm changed February 1st. The busi
Summer supply of our delicious cider,
great hurry, and only wanted to know the ness hereafter will be conducted by
HAT is known as the FRANK don’t wait until it is ull gone. Place
address of Mr.------- . I gave him the in Wm. Bird & Sox. Thanking my friends
EWART FARM, in Clay Township. your order now as wc only have a
formation and turned to resume my work. and the public for past patronage and
Knox county, Ohio, containing
limited amount left. Samples sent
Well, what do you think? That fellow sat asking a continuance of same,
free on application. The
down by the stove, lit a fresh cigar, started
I remain respectfully,
Wm. Bird, Jr.
on the weather and talked nearly two hours 2sfeb6t
123 ACRES cleared ami in a good state
before he ever made a move to go. Now, I
of cultivation. EIGHT ACRES in wheat,
For
a
first-class
cigar,
the
best
smoker
one-half of which will go to the renter.
lose several hours every day with such fel
Will rent LOW FOR CASH. Apply to J. D.
lows. They don’t mean to bore you, they in town, go to the City Drug Store. 3
THOMPSON, Mt. Vernon, or THOS. KEYS,
OPP. P. O., MT. VERNON, O.
simply don’t know when to go. They come
Marengo, Morrow county, Ohio.
8mar2t
ATTENTION !
in, find you busy, declare they are in a hur
Do not buy Dishes, Silver Plated
DO YOU USE
ry, tell you their business, and then impose Ware, Cutlery, Lamps, Picture Frames,
a two hours’ chat upon you.
Window Shades or House-furnishing

THE OYSTER BAY

OWDER

Absolutely Pure-

Pigs’ Feet,

LAMBS' TONGUES,
N AU R KBAI T,

CHANGED.

No. 173.
ARM 80 ACRES within the corpuru- tion of Deshler, Henry county, Ohio, a
xa n of 1,200 population. Deshler has three
rariroads-the B. <fc O., T. & D.and the D. A
M.; the land is crossed by the latter roadpike along one end of farm. The whole
farm is under cultivation and has two dwel
ling houses—it is suitable for sub-dividing
into lots and .will he needed for this purpose
erelong. Price $100 per acre on any kind
of payments to suit purchaser. The farm
will bring 8 per cent, on this price for farm
ing purposes and will bring four times the
price asked when sub-divided into lots. It
lies thirty miles South of Toledo in the Oil
and Gas region of Ohio. This is a great
bargain as an investment.

No. 471.
UGGIES—A first-class, nearly new, two
seated Buggy for sale or exchange for
vacant lot; also a good Side-Bar Buggy at
reasonable price.

FRENCH MUSTARD B
TABLE

sauce,

Family, Swiss and Mwe Cheese,

HEAD-CHEESE,
HORSE RADISH,

DRIED BEEF,

BOLOGNA SAUSAGE,

K. K. WARD’S

Butter, Ems or Yoaaa Pcnllry,

A

E

Apple Juice,

w

Valuable Farm

CIDER LOVERS

FOR REJfT.

W

133 ACRES,

OYSTER BAY!

SEEDS?

Goods of any kind until you have look
Send a postal for Catalogue to
A man well versed in the tricks of gam ed at Arnold’s. More bargains on their
J. M. TIIORBI’RN A CO.,
blers was asked about marked cards, and cheap counters than you ever dreamed
NEW YORK.
the advantages taken over the unwary. His of. They want you to call often and 15 JOHN STREET,
look.
Headquarters for
reply was:
We do it in the same Aay that the blind
man reads—by the sense of feeling. But
before we can read these cards they must he
put it shape. This is done with a ring
which is worn on the m<l$t convenient
finger. On the inside of the ring—I mean
the part under the finger —is a little steel
spur, not sharp enough to penetrate the
cards and make a hole, which would be de
tected, but a slight indentation, resembling
a pimple on the hack of the card, but so
small that without close observation it would
not be noticed. This we cannot see, but we
can feel it, and the location is the cipher to
the denomination of the card. Of course,
we have to see and handle the cards before
they can be “marked,” but as we can handle
from to five ten cards each deal, It does not
take long to have all the important cards
punctured.
Reading cards in this way is easy to me
I have one system as to the location of
marks, and it is just as simple as telling the
time by the location of the hands of a clock
in the absence of regular dial figures. Sharp
players make their punctures so slight that
they cannot be detected by the ordinary
sense of feeling. The reading is to be done
by the ball of the thumb, from which the
outer cuticle has been removed by acid.
The nether skin is very tender, and readily
responds when it comes in contact with the
“mark.” Greeks of this class can be de
tected by watching the thumb of the right
hand in dealing. If it has a sliding motion
up and down the cards then you can bet
two to one that the dealer has got a book
for the blind to read.
HOWARD.

John Gilbert is able to be out again.
A literary society has been organized here
George Adrain is confined to his home
with quinsy.
A1 Howe, of Kansas, is visiting friends
in this place.
W. A. White shipped a car load of hogs
last Wednesday.
W.S Rightmire shipped another load of
fine horses last week.
Dr. S. H. Britton, of Marion county, spent
Saturday and Sunday with his parents.
The Republicans will meet on Saturday,
March 17, to nominate a (Spring) ticket.
Quite a number of horses have died in
Harrison township with distemper this win
ter.
Mr. Thomas Anderson, one of the oldest
men in the township, is able to be around
again.
Query:—When are the Democrats going
to meet to nominate a ticket in this town
ship?
The Directors of District No. 2 have en
gaged Miss Eva Shrimplin to teach the sum
mer school.
Rev. McCauley, of Gambier, will occupy
the pulpit of the M. E. church at Pleasant
Valley next Sunday afternoon.
Alex Lybarger while making rails for Lew
Britton, one day last week,cut his foot and
has not been able to work any since.
The nomination for Justice of the Peace
on the Republican ticket in this townshipjs
getting hot. The contestants being Dan
Adams and Albert Eilis, with the chances
in favor of the former.

A CARD.

The advertisement of my house for
rent or sale occasioned by a contempla
ted change of residence to another part
of the town has given rise and wide
circulation to a story that I am about
to quit the practice of Dentistry and
leave town. I desire to state for the
benefit of myself and my patrons, that
it is my intention to continue my resi
dence in Mt. Vernon, and the practice
of Dentistry in the same office where I
have been for the last 20 years. I have
the same skillful assistant that I have
had for the past 10 years, Dr. Crumley.
We are supplied with the latest and
best of everything pertaining to Dentis
try and hope for a continuance of the
patronage that has been so liberally be
stowed upon us in the years that are
past.
W. F. Semple, Dentist.
FRAMING

Done in every style ano promp t and
cheapest at Arnold's. Bring in your
pictures and get prices.
If you want a first-class 5 or 10 cent
cigar, go to Beardslee’s Drug Store.

Soft and smooth hands—use “Lotion.”
Prepared at Beardslee’s Drug Store.
Paint Brushes, White Wash Brushes
and Artists’ Brushes, at Beardslee’s.
Cheap Light.

You can buy more coal oil for GO cts
at Beardslee’s Drug Store, than any
place in the city.
Foot Rot and Heel Fly. .

McDougall’s Dressing will cure Foot
Rot in sheep. Sold only at Beardslee’s
Diug Store.
Mange on Dogs and Ilorsen

Can be cured by two or three applica
tions of McDougall’s Dressing. Sold at
Beardslee’s Drug Store.
Mt. Vernon

Public

Library.

By order of the Board of Trustees the
Library Building will he opened formaraliy to the public for visitation and
inspection on Wednesday evening, Feb
ruary 15th, at 7 o’clock. All are in
vited.
Commencing Thursday, February
IGth, at 1:30 p. m., the free library will
he opened for regular business, and dis
tribution of books to all whose names
hare been registered and approved by
the Board. Until March 1st the library
will be open between the hours of 1:30
and 5:30 in the afternoon, and from 7
to 9 o’clock in the evening, Sundays ex
cepted. All persons, residing within
the corporate limits of the city, who
desire to participate iu the benefits of
the library, are required to call upon
the librarian and register their names,
and location of residence.
For the present the library is open to
visitors from 4:30 to 5:30 p. m.
F. L. Fairchild, Pres.
Henry L. Curtis, Sec’y. feb-16-tf

No. 4U3.
T^AJtM—65 ACRES—8 miles West of Mt.
-A Vernon; 62acres under cultivation, 3
acres timber; new house containing 7 rooms
and cellar, stable and other out-buildings;
young orchard, good well and cistern at the
house and springs on the farm. Price $00 per
acre—$1,000 cash, balance on any kind of
payments to suit the purchaser— would take
town projierty for jmrt payment.
No. 460.
Z GIOICE VACANT LOT South end of
Gay street, suitable for business prop
erty. Price $900 oil payments to suit pur
chaser. Discount for all cash down.

No. 407.
OI ACRES, on Mansfield Avenue, ud^4 joining the corporation of Mt. Vcrton on the North, rich land, now iu wheat,
lever-failing well—good building site, suit
able for gardening, will sell ull or divide at
$200 i>cr acre on any kind of payments de
sired.

1

No. 408.
VACANT LOTS on Pleasant street, soft
water spring, fine building site. Price
$300 per lot; 10 per cent discount if all sold
at one time.

4

No. 40».

FRAME HOl’SK on Braddock
SMALL
street—a “drove well” guuratileed againrl
rogaity collection. Price $500 on payments ol

$25 cash and $5 per month; rent only.

No. I7O.
MALL FRAME HOUSE on Prosnec
street, containing 3 rooms and cellar,
good cistern, but unfortunately have no
“drove well.” Price, $600 on payments of $26
cash, and $5 per month. 1 will pay rent no
longer!

S

No. 471.
ACRES in Calhoun county, Iowa,
txvZ black loam soil, 6 miles from county
seat—convenient to school, 1 mile from rail
road. Price $20 per acre on time to suit purbaser.

/I ZY

No. 172.
1 4^ ACRES in Pleasant township, t
-amiles East of Mt. Vernon, hewed log
house, well. Price $700, on three equal pay
ments, or $600 all cash down. A bargain.
No. 103.
^ARM, 20 acres, at Hunts Station; ull
- under cultivation; 10 acres iu wheat;
price $1,200, in payments of $200 cash, and
$100 per year; Rent only!

I

No. 401.
AND LOT, corner of Calhoun
and Prosp6ct'streets; house con
tains six rooms and stone cellar,
price $1,000, ifi payments of $100
cash and $10 per month; will ex
change for small farm.
No. 450.
ARM- 38 ACRES, 2J miles south-east
of Mt. Vernon; all under fence; 28
acres under cultivation; 10 acres timber:
good hewed-htg house with 3 rooms ami
cellar; excellent neverfaillttg spring; young
orchard. Price $60 jx*r acre, in pnymentM of
$300 cash and $200 a year until paid out; or,
will take house and lot in Mt. Vernon in
part payment. A bargain!
No. 450.
f|t\VO Splendid Building Lots on Wal •
JL nut street, artesian well; price $400 for
the corner lot, $350 for the other; or $700
for the two, on payments of $10 per month.
No. 4BM.
Si .41 M k will buy a choice building lot
S3 tat Won Sugar street, with arte
sian well, 4 squares from B. A O, depot, on
payments of One Dollar per Week 1 Who
cannot save 15 cents per day ?

No. 450.
'ZTHOICE Vacant Residence Lot, corner
v_?Chcstnu< and Adams sts., three squares
from B. & O. depot. Price $600 on longtime
Including an artesian well, which 1 agree to

put down.

No. 452.
ACANT LOT on Chestnut street, three
squares from B. & 0. depot . Price $460
on long time, including artesian well.
BARGAIN.

V

A

No. 454.
CHOICE Building Ix>t, corner Adams
and Sugar streets, four squares from B.
& 0. depot, including artesian well. Price
$150 on payments of $5 per month.

A

No. 115.
pRAME HOUSE, corner Braddock and
Burgess streets, contains three rooms.
Price $550, in payments of $50 cash anti 6
per month-rent only!

I

No. 440.
ACRE FARM—four miles East ol
O Bladensburg, known ns the “U’harles
Mercer farm," house 18x30,three rooms,new
hank barn 30x40, smoke house, springhousc,
five good springs, supplying water for every
field; excellent orchard; 18 acres timber; 28
acres meadow; 4 acreseorn; remaining six
fields in pasture. Price $50 per acre, on long
payments, or will trade for small tratt near
Mt. Vernon, or’propertyjn Mt. Vernon.

White Plume Celerv and Thorburn’s Gilt
Edge Cauliflower Seed.
a

FREE

No. 475.
QAFE—A large double door combination
L7 burglar and fire proof safe for sale at
one-third its original cost.

A 26-PAGE
ILLUSTRATED

PAPER
Descriptive of the Soil, Climate, Produc
No. 430.
tions, Manufacturing Industries and Miner
al Wealth of Virginia and other Southern
EN Choice Vacant Building Lots, only
OPPOSITE P. O., 2l) FLOOR,
two squares from the It. A O. depot; at
States. Write to
W. B. BEVILL, Gen'l Pa»s. Agent,
Entrance from Main or Vine Streets.
tesian wells may be had on them at an ex
ROANOKE, VA„
of $30. Prices $300 to $450,[on pay
Our parlors are the Neatest,Cleanest, pense
ments to suit the purchasers.
Enclosing 2-cent stamp.
a

T

Cosiest and Most Cheerful in Mt. Ver
non. Strictly first-class in every par
ticular, except price. We eater only
HAVE FOR SALE, at a bargain, four to respectable peoplti, and the goods
farms in Knox county, Ohio. 185 acres
near Fredericktown. 202 acres Wcswrf Mt. we serve you with arc fit fora KING.

FARMS FOR SALE.

I

Vernon, 135 acres r.ear Bangs and 55 acres
of Owl Creek bottom, near Gambier? Any
of these tracts will be sub-divided and sold
on terms of credit to suit purchasers.
A. R. M« INTI RE,
12jan6m
Mt. Vernon,Ohio.

SHERIFF’S

PROCLAMATION!
SPECIAL ELECTION.

OYSTERS! I

NO. 422.
pX('El,LENT Building Lot,corner Bra
b dock and Burgess st reets- price $260, >
payments to suit.

No. 303.
rpHREE-SKVKNTHS interest in an
JL acre farm, half mile East of Louisville
Lickingcounty,Ohio;rich, black soil. Price
We want you to feel and make $1200; will exchange for property in Mount

Are a Specialty of Ours. Try
’em as we Serve ’em.

yourself as much at home in our Vernon.
No. 3N3.
place as if you were in your own lsouse.
NDIVIDED half Interest in uhusincs
We conduct a strictly respectable
property in Deshler, Ohio; 2 lots and 2
Family Restaurant and no gentleman
story building on Main St.;storeroom 25x60
(no matter how fine haired or sancti feet; 2d story divided into five rooms for
monious he may he) need hesitate to dwellings; at the low price of $850.
bring or recommend our
No. 37N.

U

LADIES’

MONDAY, APRIL 2D, 1888.

No. 140.
.*7 1 ACREK, three squares from’ll. A O
O 2 dcjM)t, suitable for munulaeltiring pur
poses, for gardening or for cow pasture; ar
tesian well. Price $400an acre on time.

1X)T, Cor. Park and Bugnr Bts.
at$276on any kind of paymentstosuit
VACANT

DINING PARLORS c

To his ladv friends or acquaintances,

By the the laws of Ohio,
regulating Elections, it is required as you will surely never regret same.
WHEREAS,
of the Sheriff of the County, to give notice
Our LADIES’ PARLOR is open to

No. 3M>.
VHOICK Vacant Lot,on Park St., at $500
' in payment of $5 per month.

No. 371.
EVEN copies left of the late HISTORY
OF KNOX COUNTY; subscription price
before the time of holding a General or
Special Election by Proclamation through every respectable lady and we want it $6.50; sell now for $4; complete record ofsolout the County, of the time at which such distinctly understood that we do not diersin the war from Knox county; even
Election shall be holden; and,
solicit, don’t want and won’t have the soldier should have one.*
Whereas, By an act of the General As patronage of any hut respectable la
sembly of (lie State of Ohio, passetl Febru
No. 340.
ary 22d, 1888, to provide for the election of dies. If you consider our place wor rpEXAS LAND SCRIP in pieces of 640
»an additional Judge of the Court of Com thy of your patronage, kindly favor JL acres each at 60 cents per acre; will ex
mon Pleas in the First Sub-division of the
for property in Mt. Vernon or sins 11
Sixth Judicial District of the State of Ohio, us with same, bring your wife, daugh change
farm-.discount lorcash.
I, J. G. STEVENSON, Sheriff of Knox ter and lady friends with you, also tell
No.342.
County, Ohio, do hereby proclaim and your friends and acquaintances about
OT77xl32 feet on Vinestreet, 1#'-quarts
make known that the
it, as you surely do them a favor as
Westof Main street, known as the"'Bap
tistfChurch property,” the building is 40x70
FIRST MONDAY IY ARRIL well as bestow one on us by so doing. feet, is in good condition,newly painted and
new slate roof, now rented for earring' paint
------ BEING THE-----shop at$150 per annum; alsosmall dwelling
houseon
same lot, rentlngat $84p >r annum;
SECOND DAY OF APRIL, SEPARATE PARLORS for price of large
house $2530, or payment of
$200 a year; price of small house is00; pay
In the year of our Lord One Thousand
mento’f $100a year,or will sell the property
LADIES.
Eight Hundred and Eighty-eight, is ap
at SSOOO.inpaymcntofSSOOayearjdiscoun.
pointed and made a day in which the quali
forshorttime orcasli.
fied electors of said County, shall meet at
Positively no liquors sold in Dining
F YOI WANT TO HUY A LOT
their projier places of holding elections in Parlors.
their respective Townships and Wards, l»eIF YOU WANT TO SELL A LOT, Ifyou
Thanking
the
public
in
general
for
tween the hours of 6 o’clock a. m. and 6
want to buy a house, i f you want to sellyou
o'clock p. m. of said day, and proceed to past liberal patronage and assuring Bouse, i f you want to buy a farm,If you wan t
elect by ttallot the following officer:
to sell a farm, if you want to loan money, i
One Person for Judge of the Court of them that our aim and object is to you want to borrow money, in short, if yon
Common Picas tor the First Sub-division of conduct a place that is necessary and W'ANTTOMAKE WONKY ,eal 1 on
the Sixth Judicial District of the State of a credit to any town, wc remain
Ohio.
Given under mv hand and seal this 24th
YOUR HUMBLE SERVANTS.
fsE\L.]
day of February, A. D., 1888.
Mt. Vernon, O., Feb. 2H, 1888.
Imar5t
J. G. STEVENSON, Sheriff'.
WT. VERNON.

S

L

MEALS 250.

I

J. S. BRADDOCK,

IT heB miner*
ALL SORTS.

INTERESTING VARIETY.
A Philadelphia shoe house recently
received an order for a pair of slippers
from a member of the Japanesse royal
family, the Princes Tanabe Kin. The
order was accompanied by a piece of
paper on which was traced the outline
of the royal foot, with the necessary
measurements. It calls for a No. 2|
slipper.
The three Ewing brothers, of Law
renceburg, Ind., were born at the same
time 54 years ago. They are said to be
the oldest, largest and best-looking trip
lets in the United States. Abel weighs
255 pounds, Joshua 243 and Putman
218; total, 719 pounds.
In the monastery of St. Alexander
Nevski, in St. Petersburg, is a massive
shrine of pure silver that weighs two
tons. It is pyramidal in shape, deco
rated with the most beautiful chased
work and is surmounted with angels
the size of a man molded of solid silver.
Of the 79 Senators now in the United
States Senate 30 have received a class
ical education and 46 have been educa
ted in common schools and academies.
Of the 333 Representatives and Terri
torial Delegates 108 have attend college
while 225 are either self-educated or
have received their instruction at in
stitutions whose curriculum did not
extend beyond the ordinary English
studies.
A Buffalo man hung his watch over a
pan of dough in the kitchen, and the
next morning it was missing. He of
coursd thought it had been stolen, and
was considerably surprised at supper
time to see the lost timepiece roll out
of a loaf of bread his wife was cutting.
A plaster cast of a fossil egg. found in
the terriary strata of the Island of
Madagaster, the originanal of which is
in the Paris Academy of Sciences, be
longs to the National Museum at Wash
ington. It is 35J inches one way by 29
inches the other. Prehistoric man
bought his eggs by the yard.
A Cincinnati policeman got drunk
and went to sleep in a stable. Some
mean, mischievous boys blackened his
face and telephoned to his superior
officer to “come and see the fun.” He
came, and the unlucky policeman, now
discharsed, says he is going “to St.
Louisrbegorra, where a dacent man has
his roights.”
People living near Pocomoke, Ind.,
are considerably excited over a genuine
walkiug stove belongiog to a farmer
named Johnson. It has been chained
down several times, but to no purpose.
A few days ago farmer Johnson came
in the kitchen to say his pravers, when
the stove suddenly attacked the good
man while he was on his knees, and
kicked him svagely, necessitating the
half soling of his trousers.
The supreme court of Kansas has de
cided that a mortgage placed on a pros
pective crop before it was planted is in
valid. If Kansas has mortgaged every
thing in sight it would seem that it
must sit still and be foreclosed upon,
unless, possibibly, it can capture No
Man’s Land and do business a little
longer by putting that “in soak.”
Certain citizens of Denver, Col., are
excited over the discovery in a remote
section of that State of sandstone of the
same kind which was used in the erec
tion of the Egyptian pyramids. Hith
erto the only thing in Colorado likely
to recall the civilization of ancient
Egypt has been a Pharaoh bank.
The Chaldeans cherished the convic
tion that a year with three eights it was
certain to be a period of good fortune.
The lucky stars are all ascendant, and
ventures of every kind are likely to
prove successful. The citizens of St.
Louis are inclined to prove believe
that the Chaldeans were right in this
impression.
Of 600 tornadoes of which record has
been made in the United States not
more than 75 were east of the Alle
ghany Mountains. The warm air tem
pestuously driven from the Gulf of
Mexico up the Mississippi Valley is
caught by the polar winds and driven
gyratory tornadoes across the praires.
The Appalachian range serves us on
the Atlantic slope as a a barrier against
the storms of that sort.

Eighteen new lodges of Masons have
been organized in Kansas this year.
Miss Katie Haney, society belle, of
Lexington, Kv., has become suddenly
insane.
Heniy Hilt, temperance orator, was
arrested as Buffalo for assaulting a ser
vant girl.
Martin Scott, the wife murderer, was
finally hanged at Deer Lodge, Montana,
Monday.
Two freight trains collided at Aetna,
Ind., killing two boys and wrecking
twelve cars.
Three prisoners escaped from jail at
Marion, Ind , by sawing through two
sets of bars.
A loaded wagon tipped over on Mm.
Hancock at Somerset, Ky., and crushed
him to death.
A Chattanooga policeman fatally shot
Wesley Willis, aged ninteen, while re
sisting arrest.
H. T. Littleton’s four children were
poisoned at Charleston, W. Va., by eat
ing poke root.
A Washington attorney says the
quaintest patent ever issued was for a
tapeworn trap.
Clarke county, O., colored Bepublicans want representation in the Nation
al Convention.
Smith Roberts of Madison, Ind., got
two years in the “Pen,” for robbing a
man of a dollar.
Two weeks sales of horses at Lexing
ton, Ky., amounted to $576,000 727
head being sold.
Hillsboro, O., has another scandal.
Miss Ella Blaser has sued Coroner R. A.
Brown for bastardy.
Dr. Bedell, the alleged wife poisoner
of Vincennes, was found at Evansville
half frozen and dazed.
James Bailey shot and killed R. A_
Rutledge at Aberdeen, Miss., and
wounded several others.
Win. Bauer, a merchant of Evans
ville, Ind., has been indicted for set
ting fire to his own store.
The National Republican League
has appointed a committee to organize
Republican clubs in the South.
An explosion of gas in a mine near
Youngstown, O., fatally injured John
and William Morgan, brothers.
A great quantity of overripe hen
fruit was bestowed on a colored con
cert troupe at Hagerstown, Ind.
Zenh. Davis, mulatto, outraged and
murdered Maggie Geegan, aged fifteen,
in a boot-heel factory, at Chicago.
John J. Flannagan, city editor of the
Utica (N. Y.) Observer, dropped dead
while reporting a funeral Monday.
Wm. S. Bracken, of the New York
Produce Exchange, suicided at the new
mads graves of two of his children.
Altogether, 1022 novels, of which 6*25
were reprints of English works, were
published in the United States last year.
Near Fair Haven, Minn, three child
ren who had been locked in the house
by their parents, were burned to death.
Thomas Patrick was arrested at Car
ter county, Kentucky, for a murder
committed in Tennessee sixteen years
ago.
A huge blackfish, over 85 feet long,
was seen in the waters of the bay near
Whatcom, Washington Terrib. ry, re
cently.
The German daily newspaper having
the largest circulation in the world is
published in New York, not in Ger
many.
R. 8. Craig, a Cincinnati traveling
man, was burned to death in the Tilley
Hotel fire at Shreveport, La., Saturday
night.
Charles W. Illsey, of New Orleans,
was drowned while hunting in the
swamps twenty miles north of New
Orleans.
Alice Curdiff, while intoxicated at
Memphis fell with her face downward
March April May
in a washbowl filled with water and was
Are the months in which to purify the
drowned.
as the system is now most sus
A mob at Clinton, Ky., took Sam. blood,
ceptible
to benefit from medicine.—
Price, white, and Bill Beams, colored, Hence now
is the time to take Hood’s
from jail and hanged them. Both were Sarsaparilla,
a medicine peculiary
murderers.
adapted for the purpose, possessing pe
Senator Sherman has presented a pe culiar curative powers. It expels every
tition for pension for the widow and impurity from the blood, and also gives
daughter of Dr. Charles F. Hall, the it vitality and richness. It creates an
Artie explorer.
appetite, tones the digestion, invigor
the liver, and gives new life and
There are more people of foreign ates
energy to every function of the body.
birth in Atlanta in proportion to the The
of thousands as to the
sizes of the place, than in any other greattestimony
benefit derived from Hood’s Sar
city in the country.
saparilla, should convince everybody
Warren. Pa., claims the oldest mem that it is peculiarly the best blood puriber of the G. A. R., in the country. His er and spring medicine.
name is I>. T. Van Vechten and he
was born August 26, 1766.
A little village in Belgium has adopt
a novel and effectual way of treat
Gov. Buckner, of Kentucky, is a vet ed
ing drunkards. Each day the garde
eran smoker who finds more solace in champetre
makes the rounds and po
a pipe than a cigar. He is rarely seen
litely escorts all the drunken men to
without a cob in his mouth.
their homes. The next morning, they
It was a Maine editor who abused call upon them, and, presenting each
editorial “we.” “For some shocking with a stub broom, offer him the choice
'effects of intemperance,” he wrote on of spending the day sweeping the
his first page “see our insides.”
streets or'of being prosecuted for drunk
The streets of the village are kept
The older five-cent nickel coins had a ness.
large figure five on their observe side. very clean.
This has been changed in the newer
Excitement In Texas.
coinage to the Roman numeral V.
Great excitement has been caused in
The arbitrators in the Pittsburgh
Tube Works labor dispute have decided the vicinity of Paris, Tex., by the re
there shall be no reduction in wages markable recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley,
Six thousand workmen are affected who was so helpless he could not turn
in his bed, or raise his head; everybody
Two conductors on the Marietta and said he was dying of Consumption. A
North Georgia Railroad have been sus trial bottle of Dr. King’s new Discovery
pended from duty for twenty days each was sent him. Finding relief, he
for kindling tires in car stoves with oil. bought a large bottle and a box of Dr.
Prof. Thomas Gray, of Glasgow, King’s New Life Pills; by the time he
Scotland, hivs been appointed to the had taken two boxes of Pills and two
Chair of Dynamic Engineering in Rose bottles of the Discovery, he was well
Polptechmc Institute at Terre Haute, and had gained in flesh thirty-six
pounds.
Ind.
Trial Bottle of this great Discovery
Hot Springs, Ark., has a little res for Consumption free at Geo. It. Baker
taurant ton feet square, which bears & Son’s, Sign of Big Hand.
the sign: “Tennessee Restaurant Co.—
Open Day and Night--Oysters and Pos
The Verdict Unanimous.
sum.”
W. I). Suit, druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
A group of big spots is now passing testifies: “I can recommend Electric
across the sun’s disc. Some meteoro Bitters as the very best remedy. Every
logists seek to connect the solar dis hottie sold has given relief in every case.
turbance with the cyclone at Mt. Ver One man took six bottles, and was
cured of Rheumatism of lOyears’stand
non, Ill.
” Abraham Hare, druggist, Bell
A beautiful specimen of the golden ing.
O., affirms: “The best selling medi
eagle was recently shot by a farmer ville,
I ever handled in my 20 years’ ex
uear Brazil, Ind. It is the only one of cine
perience, is Electric Bitters.” Thous
the kind that has been seen in the State ands
of others have added their testi
for years.
mony, so that the verdict is unanimous
The range cattle in Indian Territory, that Electric Bitters do cure all diseases
Colorado, Texas, Wyoming, and a por of the Liver Kidneys or Blood. Only a
tion of Arizona were never in better half a dollar a bottle at Geo. R. Baker
condition at this time of the year than & Son’s drug store. Sign of Big Hand.2
at present.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
A Bangor (Me.) grand juryman has
The best Salve in the world for Cuts
refused to serve as such, and at last
accounts, he had taken to the wilds on Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
snowshoes, whither he was followed Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup
by a Sheriff.
tions, and positively cures Piles or no
The inhabitants of Platte City, Mo., pay required. It is guaranteed to give
drink such penetrating booze that when perfect satisfaction, or money refunded.
they telephone over the river to Leav Price 25 cents per box. Sold by Geo.
enworth, Kas., the hello girls there be R. Baker.
April7’86-lyr
come dizzy, they say.
B. A. Rowen, of Greenville, S. C.,
A mnthmetical genius has figured
that if all the bustles now in use should picked up an old edition of Shakes
be heaped in one great pyramid it peare’s works on a Charleston bookstall
would be large enough to completely and bought it for $3. A day or two
afterwards a bookseller.gave him #280
cover up Rhode Island.
Mrs. Mary Harrod hanged herself in for it, and sold it in turp to a London
jail at Vincennes, Ind. Slie had been dealer for £100.
nrrested for purloining bed clothes
What am I to Do?
from a hotel where she and her hus
band had been boarding.
The symptoms of Billiousness are
Yale University has had three Presi happily but too well-known. They dif
dents of the United States, two Vice fer in different individuals to some ex
Presidents, eighteen Cabinet members,
tent. A Billions man is seldom a break
three Speakers of the House and four fast
eater. Too frequent, alas, he has
Supreme Court Justices.
an excellent appetite for liquids but
The presence of eighty-three stud none for solids of a morning. His
ents electrical engineering at Cornell tongue will hardly bear inspection at
University is an indication of the rapid any time; if it is not white and furred,
growth of the interest in the applica it is rough, at all events.
tion of electricity to engineering prob
The digestive system is wholly out of
lems.
order and Diarrhea or Constipation
The Mayor’s Messagd?—May we be may be a symptom or the two may al
pardoned for requesting the Mayor to ternate. There are often Hemorrhoids
incorporate in his next message the or even loss of blood. There may be
fact that many of our most prominent giddiness and often headache and acid
citizens have been cured of rheuma ity or flatulence and tenderness in the
tism, neuralgia and kindred complaints, pit of the stomach. To correct all this
by Salvation Oil, and that he recom if not effect a cure try Green’s August
mend this valuable medicine to bo kept Fower, it costs but a trifle and thous
in every family.
ands attest to its efficacy.
21aprly
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